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The Echo of the SubJ'ect 

It must be confessed that the self is 
nothing but an echo. 
-Valery, Cahim 

I propose to take up in the following pages something (a question., if 
you will) that not only remains for me., I admit., without any real an-
swer., but that to a certain point 1 am even unable to fomlulate clearly. 

What I want to understand., in fact, arc two propositions or state-
ments, two declarations, that for a long time now "speak" to me or "say" 
something to mc-consequently, intrigue me-but whose meaning has 
always been very obscure. The two declarations remain nearly impen-
etrable, and thus, in a sense, too difficult., at least for what I feel are my 
capabilities. They mark in this way the frontier (where, like everyone., I 
constantly stand) of that properly placeless and undefined domain of 
all one "knows" only in semi-ignorance, by furtive presentiments, 
vague intuition, etc. 

The two declarations are more or less alike. 
The first is from Holderlin. It probably dates, if "authentic'" (and 

this is. plausible), from the period of his so-called madness. Like many 
others of the same kind., it was reported by Sinclair to Bettina Bren-
tano (Bettina von Amim), who mentions it in a famous chapter of her 
book Die Git'llderode. It runs as follows: "All is rhythm [RhythmusJ; the 
entire destiny of man is one celestial rhythm, just as the wm'k of IU't is fl, 

u11ique rhythm. I 

I von Amml. Die Gii"derode (I.eipzig: fmel Verlag, 1983). p. 194. One also 
among the statement!. reported hy Bettina: "Only tbe spirit is poerry. the (me that 

bear., in Itsclfrhe mystcl1' of an Innate: rhythm; and It IS by thb rhythm alone that It "an 
become: VISible: and living. f()r rhythm IS sou)" (p 191) 
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The second comes from MaUarnlc, and it too is very well known. It 
appears in La musiquc et les [ettres. Mallarmc is speaking of the Pm 
libre, and says simply, in the nrrn of a phrase, u. . • beca,use every soul is " 
rhythmic knot." l 

Propositions of this type are to be found elsewhere, of course: in 
Nietzsche, for example, or in others. (Still, these others are few; al-
though the idea may be an old one, it is only the rare writer who has 
known how, or been able, to take it up.) But I will limit mysclfto these 
two, and with no other justification, for the moment, than the ob-
sessive hold they have had on me, and continue to have. 

Such statements are a kind of emblenlatic formula. Or better, they 
are legends. 

I have ventured to inscribe them here, Iiminally, in order to indicate 
the horizon of the problematic. This amowlts to positing: these are the 
phrases that have dictated dlis work; this is the enigma that oriented it. 
Nothing more. 

This is why the question from which I will start remains stiD at sonle 
distance from these phrases, and from this enigma. 

Subject (Autobiography, Music) 
With regard to theories which pretend to reduce all art to imitation, we have 
established concerning the latter a more elevated conception, and that is, that 
it is not a servile copy but a presentation of objec.:ts medIated by the human 
mind and marked with its imprint. Similarly, with regard to music, we have 
established that Its principle is sensation in a less material sense, namely as 
a general relation of representations to our own state and quality of internal 
sense. 

-A. W. Lmml..'i 011 Art and Archaect"re 

My point of dcparture is the following: What connection is there 
betwccn autobiogmphy and music? More and to nlake things a 
bit more explicit: What is it that ties together autobiography, that is to 

the autobiographical compulsion LZJl1IJng] (the need to tell, to 
confess, to write oneself), and hlusic-the haunting by music or the 
musical obsession? 

Such a point of deparntre is abrupt and has appearance of 
being olrbitrary. I can .llso imagine: that dlC very usc of tcrms such as 

1 SttplullC MJ.llam1c, Ol.'lll'l-C's (olllplilO (Pari': (lallllu.ud, p 6+4-
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"autobiographical compulsion" and "musical obsession" might be sur-
prising. Let me quickly justify them. 

Because it appeals first of all to the notion and the fact of autobiogra-
phy., the question proposed here belongs to the more general problem-
atic of the subjea, and in this case; the writing subject. Or rather, though 
this can conle down to the same thing if we attend to the ambiguity of 
the reflexive construction (and allowing the accentuation of a certain 
'I.desistance,'" to which I will rentm), the subject that writes itself 
[s'icrit]: that writes about the subject, that is written about, that is 
written-in short, the subject that is one, only insofar as it is in 
some way or other inscribed. 

Taking advantage of what can be condensed in the genitive and in 
the double sense (at least) that adheres to the word "subject" in our 
language, I might say simply: the subje&t of writing. 

As advanced here, this general problematic of the subject is an exten-
sion of what I have elsewhere designated as "typography."a 

It is based obviously on the lrreversible displacement to which the 
dlought of writing, quite removed from the reigning fonnalism or 
from its opposite, submits the "modem" relation between literature 
and subject (or discourse and subject, text and subject, and so on; the 
various denominations are unimportant here)-a displacement that 
comes about, beyond Heidegger and classical psychoanalysis (from 
Freud to Lacan, let's say), if only through this thought'S shaking of 
such philosophemes or conceptual assemblages as signification and 
meaning [l7OUloir dire], identity, integrity, auto-affection, self-presence, 
and alienation. Or if only through its shaking of a tenn such as "sub-
ject," since it still holds finn, be it as divided subject, split subject, ab-
sent, emptied, etc. 

But this problematic of the subject implies above all that if one at-
tempts to tallow the path opened by Heidegger and rest the resistance 
of the concept of the subject (especially in that part of metaphysics that 
still survives indefinitely under the name of "the human sciences"), it is 
necessary to go by way of a deconstruction of the area of greatest resis-
tance. Now, this area of greatest least this nly initial 

3. ThiS work W.J.S proposed as .l 111 a manor kl:Y. of "Typography," but 
It draws upon S(')mc of the analyses prcscnrcd in "1..'Obhtcr.mon" (published With 
·'I.'echo du sujct" In Le st'Jtt de III plJilosophit (T:v/'o...lf"t'lpbics [) (Paris: Flall1marion, 1979), 
pp. 111-184. Ir is a revised and amplified version of' a te>.t that [he basi.Ii tc)r a 
seminar an 
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hypothesis-is nothing other than theoretical or philosophical dis-
course beginning (I'm thinking of Heidegger) with that dis-
course that takes its orientation trom the deconstruction of the concept 
of subject. 

l1lis is nothing other than philosophical discourse Itself inasmuch as 
it exhibits (and cannot avoid exhibiting, though in a manner that is 
subtle, devious, silent, and almost unnoticeable-even though au-
thority is always speaking) a constant and fastidious preoccupation with 
its own subjCt.."t. Be this, finally, in the nlost stubborn denegation. That 
every philosopher should be inscribed in his (or her) own discourse, 
that he should leave his mark there, by or against his will, that it should 
always be possible therefore to practice an autobiographical reading of 
any philosophical text, is hardly new. Indeed, since Parmenides, this 
fact has probably been constitutive of philosophical enunciation as 
such. Nietzsche writes somewhere near the beginning of Beyond Good 
tmd Evil: "Gradually it has become clear to me what every great philoso-
phy so far has been: namely, the personal confession of its author."01 
Provided we observe the greatest caution in regard to the "psychol-
ogism" that inevitably burdens every declaration of this sort, there is 
for us, today, somedling incontestable here (and certainly, also, too 
quickly acknowledged). 

More interesting, however, is that, since Kant, since the interdiction 
imposed upon the dreanl nourished by all of the Modenls of a possible 
auto-conception (in all senses) of the Subject,s the question of the sub-
ject in general-and of the subject of philosophical discourse in par-
ticular-has fallen prey to a certain precipita.tion. I would even say, 
thinking here precisely of Nietzsche, its first victim (or its first agent), a 
certain panic. Examples are not lacking: whether it is in the speculative 
transgression of the Kantian interdiction, or conversely, in fidelity to 
Kant (as with Schopenhauer or even NietzsChe); whether in all the at-
tempts to absolurize the subject or else in its most radical and most 
intransigent critiques; whether in philosophy "proper" or else in its 
undefined "outside" (its heart perhaps), that is, in literature, according 
to its modenl (Romantic) dcfinition-cvcrywhere, this obsession with 
the subject leads or threatens to lead to "madness." 

4. Frlcdrlch NICt7,Mhc, Beym.d Good and £,,,1, rrafls. Walter Kaufinann (New York: 
Vintage, 19(6), p.ll. 

I would refer here to JC:ln-Luc Nallcy's I,e lJlSClmrs de la syncope (Paris: Flam· 
marion. 1976). and E..I1D .\,,,,, (Paris: fJanm\arion, 1979). as well as ro the work we: did 
rogcrhcr In !.'nbrol,,/,ttfrRrrl (Paris: Scml, 1978). 
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This process has its effects probably throughout the entire realm of 
art (and why not science as something that should be examined) 
and most certainly is not toreign to the social and political configura-
tions we live under (though here it must of course be treated in a care-
fully differentiated analysis). And yet, though we may name it for 
economy's sake a process of the decumpositWn of the subject, everything 
happens as though it produced within itself a strengthening or re-
inforcement of the even in the discourses that annOlUlce its dis-
sol ution, its shattering, its disappearance. 

Speaking only of philosophy, this is fundamentally the entire history 
(almost a hundred years now) of the of Nietzsche." We see it in 
the quality of exemplarity attached to Nietzsche's umadness," the al-
most absolute exemplarity deriving from the unprecedented power of 
fascination that it has exercized. As we know, neither Freud,6 nor 
Heidegger,7 nor, closer to us, Bataille (nor even Blanchot) has been 
spared. Nor many others, as one can easily imagine. Nothing prevents 
us from finding in this strange posthumous destiny a verification of 
Nietzsche's paradoxical, though entirely coherent (if not perfectly con-
certed) "success": the success of his desperate will (he who, better than 
anyone, was able to discern philosophy's subterranean conflict and 
who had pushed as far as possible the critique of the subject, the sys-
tem, the work, etc.) to erect himself as an incontestable figure of thought 
and to sanction an "oeuvre" that he knew to be threatened (a work in 
the process of unworking [dCsoeuvrement]), that he had himself frag-

6. If one reads, tOr example, Freud's With Arnold Zwclg (Lmm of 
Stgmtmd Freud, ed. Ernst freud, trans. Tania and James Stcm lNew York: BasIC 
1960); see letters 2.55,2.57, 1.6+, 1.78, and 2.76), one may follow, right on the 

of the texr, rhe outline of a pure process of mImetic rivalry, grafted onto Zweig's 
prOJca of writing a "historical novel" about One can scc how Freud, having 

his reservations m minute detail, having served as an unaccommodatmg inter-
mediary with Lou Salome, and having discouraged Zweig by cvery means possible (an-
uudang brmgIng up old gOSSIp c:oncerning syphihs. "contracted in a male 
bordello in Genoa"), opposes [0 Zweig another project, or a tc)r a "hls-
[orical novel" (a life of Shakespeare) and then triumphs-belatedly but definitivcl,'-m 
announcing his MostJ The "scenc" IS all the stronger in rhat Zweig had begun b)' multI-

precautions and dCclling gently with Freud's susceptibility (which he must ha\'e 
teared)-though of ('oune In the dumsiest manner pOSSible. constantly comparing 
Nier/Khe ... to Freud and suggesting that he was writing or wanled to write such a 
biography about Nict7.sche for want of being able to write one of the s:une kmd about 
Freud. But this is only one cxample; one finds ebewherc, In the Selbstdnmellll"lJ. the 
correspondence with Lou Salome, crc., ample m.ltcrial [0 conl1rm this point. 

7 Sec "L'Obhteration.'" 
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mented, dispersed, broken, and taken to the very linlits of the calcina-
tion of text and meaning. In Nietzsche .. as after him (and in his wake)., 
the active destruction of the figure, whatever its mode (exhibition or 
ostentation, but to an equal extent withdrawal and the cult of ano-
nymity, secrecy, and silence), aggravates against all expectations the 
burden of agonistic nlimesis in philosophy. TIle old fascination with 
biography, given new impetus by an autobiographical complacency 
(Ecce Homo underwriting Nietzsche's "madness"), and the old mecha-
nism of exenlplarity that was naively thought to be inoperative and out 
of use like the old myths, continue to function. The desire for "figur-
ality" has never been more powerful or more constraining, thus forcing 
us-and this is the least of its consequences-to return once more to 
philosophy and to its history, to the "score" and scansion imposed 
upon it by those who thought they had passed beyond, if not any 
problematic of the subject (or Subject), at least the limits of the histori-
cal and systematic field in which the subject held authority. 

This is why it is essential that the question of autobiography-that 
is to say, once again, the question of the inscription of the subject-be 
reconsidered anew. TIle problem to be dealt with is what I might call, 
for convenience, the closure of exemplarity. For the at it is 
insuperable. 

But this hardly explains why a second motif should be introduced. 
Or why this second motif should be nlusic, the "nlusical obsession" 
[hantise musicale]. Isn't the problematic of the subject as envisaged suf-
ficient, and isn't one risking here useless encumbrances and complica-
tions, even the possibility of taking this problematic beyond the point 
where, in practice, it can still be circumscribed? 

The introduction of this second motif, as I hope to show, answers to 
a necessity. But I should add that It derives first from a sinlple observa-
tion. Here again, Nietzsche is involved, as well as a few others. 

The question I asked nlyself is the following: How is it that on at 
least two occasions in the (modern) history of philosophy, a certain 
auto-biographical compulsion (linked, moreover, to well-known nlani-
festations of pathology and deliriunl) shotdd have been aSSOCIated, in 
the clearest possible fashion., with what I have resigned myself to call-
ing the ""musical obsession"? Obviously I'm thinking here of Rousseau 
and Nierzsche. And it will be understOod that by "'nlusical obsession," 
I do not nlcan a penchant or taste tor music, even exaggerated and 
tending to obsession, but rathcr n profi>und fnJstration, producing in 
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rum all the pathogenic effects imaginable., of a "musical vocation," of 
an authentic desire to "be a musician'" (and to be recognizA..-d as such)-
such that henceforth, and wlder the efleet of this "denied" vocation 
that is constantly at work, music bcconles a kind of obsessional theme., 
or is invested with an exorbitant value, and can on occasion engage the 
work (and its subject) in an unnlcrciful mimetic conflict with a "real" 
musician (Nietzsche ctmtrtl Wagner, for example). Is this merely an ac-
cident, a chance conjunction? Or is there some neccssity-a constraint 
inherent in the very being and structure of the subject., in its desire to 
reach itself, to represent and conceive itself, as well as in the impos-
Sibility of capturing or even glimpsing itself.-that actually links to-
gether the autobiographical compulsion and the musical obsession? 

I should note here that I would not pose a question of this sort if it 
were not that elsewhere., in "literature" (although the boundaries here 
arc still more uncertain than in the case of other domains)., a perfectly 
analogous phenomenon is to be observed with an undeniable regu-
larity. Thus, taking only a few major examples (and without going 
back to Diderot's Le neveu de Rameau, a text that poses more complex 
problems), one can point to a number of German Romantics (espe-
cially Hoffinann), to Stendhal, to Proust., to the Michel Leiris of L'RlJe 
d'homme or the trilogy La regie du jeu, or to the Roger Lapone of 
Fugue. And this without nlenrioning, as the inverse case (or almost), 
the curious necessity that pronlpts cenain anlong the most famous rep-
resentatives of the German Kunstlerroman, such as Hennann Hesse (in 
Gertrude) or Thomas Mann (in Doktor Faustus), to draw upon, directly 
or otherwise, the autobiographical torm. 

Let us admit, consequently, that the question holds up, and tllat some 
reason lies behind it. 

The interesting thing about the phenomenon at which it aims., as we 
can easily see., is that it should make it possible to rerunl, by basing the 
analysis initially on the intra philosophical distinction between the vis-
ible (the theoretical, the eidetic, and scopic, etc.) and the audible (or 
the acoustic, and I do not say the verbal)., to the hither side of the "theo-
retical threshold" itself. I r should make it possible to return to the place 
where the theory of the subject (but perhaps also tlJe subject of theory) 
would sc<! itself, if I may say so, obliged to put into quc.c;tion its privi-
leged appararus., its instrunlent, which, from Plato to Lac3n, is a spccular 
instrument. And a specu!atiJ'C apparanls. 

The question, in this sense, would be "infra-theoretic.1l" and would 
bear upon the pre-specular. More precisely, It would ask, albeit fron1 
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out of theory itself (which would not be engulfed in this process I 
abimemitl without a further operation: the infra-theoretical is its ori-
ent, not its resource), whether there is, whether there can be, a 
pre-specular, and what this might mean or involve. To refer to our my-
thology- I mean psychoanalysis-I would like to know (if this can be 
Imown) what happens when one goes back fron1 Narcissus to Echo. I 
would ask, then, this simple question: What is a reverberation or a rcs-
onance? What is a "catacoustic" phenonlcnon? 

Document 
Socrates, make music! 
-Nietzsche, The Birth of Tragedy, citing Plato 

But I am hardly "inventing'" such a problematic, elt least as regards its 
principle. 

It derives., in fact (down to the very terms of the initial question: 
what connection is there between autobiographical compulsion and 
musical obsession?) from the work of Theodor Reik, and from one 
book in particular to which I shall rerunl shortly. ThuS., it is a question 
already posed, already recognized, explored, surveyed., and treated, a 
question that has already provided space and matter for theory (in this 
case., psychoanalysis). A question., then, that is pass4e, and probably 
dosed. One might say that this is Wlimportant, and that it is hard to see 
what would prevent its being taken up again in such a way as to reacti-
vate its particular furce and sharpen its edge-applying it, fur example., 
where Reik himself could not have thought of putting it to work: in 
the philosophical domain and within the general problematic of the 
subject of philosophical discourse., etc. Why, in other wordS., not use it 
as a kind of lever in a reading of Ecce Homo? 

Besides all the difficulties involved as regards application (difficulties 
compounded in this casc, no doubt, in that Rcik claims that his work 
belongs to "applied" psychoanalysis), the question itself, once again, 
would have to hold up. As such, that is; as a question (and here things 
are not so clear that one might affirm this without hesitation)., and II 
fortiori as a theoretical possibility. But it is evident that in extending the 
power of psychoanalysis to an area where Freud for his part declared 
himself incompetent (nlaking only brief and pnldent mCllrsions into 
it), Reik not only touched the very ofthcory., but also could not 
avoid mtersccting with thought on nlusic: (fOr there is 110 
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other in the period): that sort of "musical ontology" that everyone 
sought (and found) in The Birth ofTrRlJedy. NorcouJd he avoid, at least 
in part, submitting himself to it and suffering its authority.s Nietzsche, 
as we knOW., is at work in psychoanalysis-and I am not referring only 
to the that Freud never failed to make., half tacitly, for his bene-
fit. But he is at work in it secretly. He does not dominate it., and in no 
way is he master of this theory.9 Suppose, nevertheless, that he is liable 
to emerge, surreptitiously Or otherwise, to direct it. Could one stiU 
move back from the theory thus directed to the direction itself and 
carry over to Nietzsche a question that he probably did not establish 
but at ieast induced? What is the pon," of psychoanalysis (the general 
question is borrowed from Jacques Derrida and Sarah Kofinan) 10 with 
regard to that of which it would like to be the truth? What is., in this 
instance, its power over philosophy, over NietzsChe? 

There is ample reason., consequently., not to read Nietzsche accord-
ing to Reik. But at the same time there is no less ample reason to read 
Reik. This does not necessarily mean rcading Reik according to Nie-
tzsche; rather., since it is impossible that Nietzsche should not be impli-
cated here., it would mean reading him in the closest proximity to 
Nietzsche., in the margins of certain books by Nietzsche., or between 
certain books by Nietzsche. Between Ecce Homo, let us say., and The 
Case of Wagner (or Nietzsche contm WRlJner). As something like a pref-
ace., if you will, to the reading of Nietzsche. 

To read Reik in this instance., however, is to read above all one book 
by Rcik. Not that the others should be without interest-on the con-
trary. But as will soon become dear, it is necessary to attend here to a 
single book, or to what was intended as such, even by the author's 

8 Tbc BIrth ofTrtlfltd.:v has Its eRect upon almost all the analytic texts devoted to the 
angin of theatricality, from TolmllJ"d Taboo through A. R. F. WmtlTStcin's Unpnmo 
der TmgOtllC, mdudlllg also Rcik's work ()f 19W. "KunsdcrlSchcs Schaftcn und WIt7..ar-
belt," in L'lSt Imd l..eid ;111 Witz. Se,/]s Studin, (Vienna: Intcmationaler 
Psycho.U1alytischcr Verlag, 1919), pp. S9-90. 

9 On the contrary. rhe lise of Niet7.SChe entails always an Initial "analytiC transla-
tion" of hiS conlcpts (parncularly the opposition Apollolllan/DionYSlan). In VICnnJ, 
NICt7 .... IS basically thought of a:. a precursor. Sec Aleundcr Mette, "Nlct"l.schcs 
'Gcburt dcr TragOdjc' in ps\/c:hoanalytlschcr Belcuchnlllg," btmoo 18 (19.l1): 67-80 

10. Mure pr«lSclr: Jacques '"I.e t"ac:tcur de 101 verite." in PoetilJllt 11 (197$): 
'}6-1 ... 7. colk'Cted in La ctlrtt posta/tO de" Socmtc Ii Frelld (Paris. Flammarion. 1980). 
pp .... and tranc;la[cc.t by Willi:. Donullgo. Janles Mu,c;he Ron. and 
M3oric-f(osc Logan in Talc f'rmch SI"dit5 Po U-lIl; and illl unpubli.·.hcd essay by 
Sarah Kolman on Ncl'\':Il. 
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own confession, it finally fails in this respect (though of one is 
not obliged to believe him ... ). 

TI,e book is The HfI,unting Melody. IJ At least this is what we would be 
referring to if a complete French translation were available. However, 
only the final part of this large work-and this is never indicated-has 
been published in our under the (uselessly soliciting) title 
V"riations psychfl,nalytiques sur un theme tk G'/stfl,17 MahJer. 12 It is true 
that this part is easily detachable; it does foml a whole, as they say, and 
can be treated as such. So we must resign ourselves. Still, even if this 
has little bearing on what I will try to demonstrate here, it would not 
be: a bad thing to have at our disposal an honest (if not conlplete) 
French edition of this text. 

These preliminaries aside, why address ourselves to this text? 
Essentially for three reasons. The first reason I anl keeping deliber-

ately in reserve-my motives will appear later. It has to do with the 
tact, quitc simply, that the book is a "dleoretical failurc"-once again, 
by the author's own confession (although in this case nothing would 
pemnt us to doubt him in advance). 

TIle second reason is evident: it is that we have to do here with an 
lZUtobiography, or at least a fragment of an autobiography, since there 
exists, to my knowledge, a second autobiographical work (Frl1lJment of 
fI, Great Con.fessi(m), H and since, in addition, a good number of Rcik's 
apparently nlorc purely "theoretical" texts (articles, sntdics, various es-
says) readily take ti,e form of autobiographicalnarrarive. We will en-
counter a few examples. In short, there is definitcly in Rcik c1 kind of 
"autobiographical compulsion," or, to use thc title of one of his works, 
a "confessional constraint," a need to confess, 15 of which The Haunting 
Melody is finally only a fragmcnt. Twice detachcd ... 

II. TIlcodor Reik. The HmmtntlT Melod,.'Y. Psyr/IOilHalytle III I.ife Imd MilS" 
(New York: Farrar. and Young, Subsequent rctcI"Cnces [0 volumc will 
be: given in brackets in the body of the text. 

12.. VnrurtiOtIS psydxaJm{,ulJues stir "" t/lillle de G'lltnp Maillet' (P.trls: Delloel, 19n). 
for the purposes of l'SSay. I will rcta in [be title The Ha'Ult;H..1T Melod.v 

ThiS IS why it was easv to detaCh this pan from all that i .. wrltrcn III the 
st)' Ie of an l'S.\ay 

I... Fm .. IT"lcHt ofa Great ConfeSSIon: A PsyclJOa'lR{vttcnl Allto/nogmpllJ (Nt."w York: F:ar· 
r.lf, Straus and 194-9; rpt. Westport: Grccnwoo • .:l 1973). The: phf3)c "trag-
Illcnr of a great is from Goethe, who used it to refer to his entll'e: OCU\'fe. 

15 (;,;sta"dnlSZ'Il,aHD ItHd Stmj17Cdi;'fi"s (192S), The (;ompIIlslolI to (Alii-
fiss: On tlJe PsydJOllllnl,:vsis t{ Crimt and PIIHislllllt:1If (Nt-'w York: farrar, Strau .. and 
Cudahy, 194i9). Ct: Rcik., S"rpriSc.· and thr ()" the C:07ljtctllre Imd (;0111-
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But "autobiographical compulsion" means here., if the tcnn is even 
possible (and things begin now to be no longer so evident), "auto· 
analytic compulsion." This., either because the autobiographical com· 
pulsion masks itself and covers itself under the theoretical (and practical) 
pretext of auto·analysis, still more or less admitted in Vienna in the 
twenties (and for reasons that are not without interest, as we will 
see)-or because., inversely, it is a matter of an auto-analytic compul-
sion (with all this implies, as one might already imagine, in relation to 
the "tounding father" of psychoanalysis) that is able to satisty itself, 
that is, accomplish itself, through disguise: by way of an operation of a 
Uhtcrary" type, through Dichtung. This, in rurn., and as one might ex-
pect, is also not without domestic and economic, that is" familial and 
filial, implications. However this may be, the fact is that Reik, in his 
own \vay, deliberately practiced what is today called-according to a 
very old concept in which the essence of litcrarurc is at once deter-
mined and lost, but in which the essence of philosophy is probably 
l vmisemblablement] secured-theoretical fiction. This practice forces it-
self upon him with a double necessity, since in Rcik's work, as in psy-
choanalysis as a whole and generally in any theory of the subject, we 
are dealing quite simply with a theory of the ftgltre. I will merely cite as 
evidence Reik's other great autobiographical work, which predates by 
a few years The Haunting Melody, namely FTlf!Jment ofa Great Confes-
sion. This work closes on a note (which happens to be entitled "Rondo 
finale") in which, by way of conclusion, Reik calls into question the 
status of the work he has just written (is it a novel or a work of psycho-
analysis?) and wonders if there won't one day exist "a new kind of au-
tobiography ... in which one's experiences are not only told, but also 
investigated with the methods of modern psychology."'6 

1bc second reason compelling us to read this work, then, is that we 
have to do here with an autobiography to the second power (autobiog-
raphy as auto-analysis., or vice versa) .. even to the third power, reflect-

/»yllenslo1l ofUI'JCOIIJClOtIS P1'Ottrrcs, trans. M. Green (New York: Dunon. 1937), 
rcg.lrding (olrununic3tion as 3 function of the psyche; "lOur psychic materlall must 
aim, .lnl()ng other thlhgs, at commumcanng to Ut; somethmg about the hidden pro-
lC'iJiC/i 111 .the other mind. We understand primary endeavour; II doc::. serve rhe pur-
PO'iC of oommunic..atiol1, of psych lui We reminded of vIew 
that l1'lortab arc not so maLic as to rC[31O a !.Clrct. 'Seif-be[I"ayal oozes from aU our 
POfCSu. (p. 29) On the motif of (.lnti mu.'I al\() the topic of psychoanalysis a.t; 
a u)J1tcssiioll of thar of wilich one is not at; a theory of confcsswll), onc 
might also consult Fm..I171Jmt o}'/I G,yfU C01if'cSS;oll, 22. and esp. pp.446ft: 

16. FrtrgJllCIIf, p. 
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ing upon itself by an additional theoretical tum (specular/speculative) 
in such a way as to present itself-we will rerurn to this point-as a 
theory of autobiography. 

The third reason, issues fron1 the decisive feature of the book, 
namely the marmer in which-unlike, for exan1ple, Fragment ofa Great 
CAnfession, in which a musical remini&'''Cllcc provides the occasion for 
the "autobiographical rc:ntm" 17_it associates in a very strict way the 
autobiographical compulsion and the musical obsession. 

But here it is necessary to begin to read. 

Music Priming 
With me the perception has at first no clear and definite object; this IS 
formed later. A certain musical mood comes first, and the poetical idea only 
follows later. 
-Schiller, cited by NietzsChe in The Birth of Tragedy 

The association derives simply from the fact that the autobiographi-
cal (or auto-analytic) project takes its departure from a psychopatho-
logical accident (in the sense of the "psychopathology of everyday 
life") that is of a musical order, or implies music. It is not exactly an 
auditory hallucination (Reik may hear the voice-that is .. listens to 
itlS-but he is not hearing "voices"); rather, it is a reminiscence, the 
return, in very precise: circumstances, of a mcI<xiic fragment. Obviously 
an involuntary rc:rurn, and moreover one that immediately becomes 
obsessing or tormenting. What leads Reik into the autobiographical 
advenrure, what he also inlCsrigatc:s theoretically, and to the point that 
this questioning requires the power of his "analytic listening," is finally .. 
in all its banality, the phenomenon of a "'tunc in one's head" that "keeps 
coming back" (without rhyme or rcason, as they say), can't be identi-
fied., and, for a certain time at least, "doesn't go away" or "can't be got-
ten rid 0[" This is the phenomenon that I anl calling, for want of a 
better tenn, "catacousric .. " in that it bears an affinity to the perception 
of a kind of inner echo and is conlparable (excluding its obsessive na· 

17. Cf. "Age Sixty (A Note Before),n Ibid., pp. 1-4. 
IS. Fmg."mt, pp.249-2.50; and of course Rcik, Usttniug 1I"tlJ tlJt Tlmri Ear (Nl"W 

York.: Grove, 19+8), to which I rcnlm below. I lIhould nme, however, that the latter 
book, wrinen in [he United S[3res, takes up .lg:lin and populari7.cs the mc.'lc!i of S"rpnse 
nnd tile PsytlJOnnnlyst, a[ dlC same time correcting 'llII rcptitiously and firmly the ideology 
of American psychoanalysi.'l. 
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ture, though even so ... ) to all the phenomena of reminiscence, mu-
sical or not, that have also been described or analyzed in literature 
(especially Romantic and Post-Romantic). 

Music, then, primes; it sets oft" the autobiographical gesrure. Which 
is to say, as well, dle theoretical gesture. 

The same device, used by Reik for getting started in the two auto-
biographical texts available to us (Fragment of a Great Confession and 
the one that will occupy lIS henceforth)., is tound again, in almost iden-
tical furm, in the theoretical texts. Whereas Freud starts, for example, 
with the forgetting of a proper llanle, a disturbance in memory, an art 
image (or even his OWl1 dreanls), Reik prefers to listen. It is the audible, 
generally, that awakens his analytic attention. The most striking ex-

(and for good reason, since it is also of interest to nlusical aes-
thetics is that provided by the opening of the essay "Kol Nidre," which 
I cite here in part: 

Some time ago I stayed as a guest in the house of a music-loving family, 
.md there I heard a composition played by a cellist which, although 1 am 
by no means musical [!l, made a peatliarl.,v strong ml/WessUm on me [my 
emphasis, because it is obviously a matter of UnlJeimli,hkeit and we will 
have to rerum to this point]. A particularly solemn and minor 
passage occurred thn.-e times and awakened a feeling of pre-acquaintance 
In me that mingled curiously with the sombre emotions the melody itself 
had aroused. I was unable to rcl-all when and where I had heard the mel-
ody bcfi)re, and conquering a disinclination to IgtlorallCe of a 
well-known composition in such a circle, I asked my hostess the .,anlC of 
the piece. She expressed astonishment rh.lt I did not k.now it, and dlen 
told me: that it was Op. 47 ()fMax Bruch, entitled "'Kol Nidrc," a modem 
frlOC sctting of the ancient melody which is sung in all the synagogues of 
the world before the service on the Jewish Day of Atonement. This ex-
plainl.-d to me my fueling of pre-acquaintance; but fuiled to account for 
the stm''B' mwtUm I emphasis added1 accompanying it and fi)r the subse-
quent fat."t that the nlllc rail pcrsi:;tendy in my head dtroughout the fol-
Jowing day.19 

Rdk goes on here to nlake an inlnlediate association with his child-
hood, and with the synagogue of his childhood, in practically analo-
gous remembered the nlysterious trcnlbling that possessed 
the congregation when the C.lntor began the Kol Nidre ... and how 
I, c.:hild as I was, had Lx-cn c.:arried away by dlat wave of feel-

19 Sec ThcoLior RClk. "111& Rrllini. PsydJoa,ur{ytlC St14dl4'S. trnnJ. l)ougla.o. Bry.m (Nl"W 
Yurk. Intcmnriol1al Univt.TSit)' Pres,." 19 .. 6). p .• 67 
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ing ... [yctl certainly incapable of understanding the full meaning of 
the wordS."lCl 

But one notes again the salnc phcnonlCllon, though in this case it is 
a second beginning (a "rc-priming"), in the tcxt devoted to the shofar 
and to the origin of music. 21 It a text in which Reik tells us that he is 
going to probe into most obs(.llfc region of the Jewish litutyy, a 
terra. incoB'zita comparable to a primitivc forest, reverently avoided by 
the science of religion, rich in confusing., mysterious, frequently even 
uncanny characteristics," and where the musical reminiscence intro-
duces the theoretical question that concerns him: "It is a long tinte 
since I heard the sounds of the shofar, and when recelltly, In the inter-
est of this work, I heard the shofar blown on New Year's Day, I could 
not completely avoid the emotion which these four cnlde .. fearsome, 
moaning, loud-sounding, and long-drawn-out sounds produced. I do 
not attempt to decide whether the reason for my emotion was the tact 
that I was accustonled to this sound from youth, or whether it was an 
effect which everyone might feel. 22 

If I point immediately to these texts, even before having covered the 
first lines of The Haunti,'B Melody, it is not simply to clear the ground 
or set out some guideposts (such as Unheimlichkeit, or the purely emo-
tional, affective character of the musical effect). Rather, it is to desig-
nate from the outset the difficulty that Reik encounters 
and to which, ac; is suggested by the fomlal analogy in narrative or dis-
cursive procedures, the autobiographical undertaking will be destined 
to respond. This difficulty involves precisely that which, widlin the 
general problematic of an aesthetic uguided by an economic point of 
view" (as Freud says), or else in relation to the question of the origin of 
rirual .. cannot be called an "acoustic fantasy"-that which, in other 
words, slips or intrudes betJJJeen the two registers: that point where, in 
all probability, the Freudian theory of the subjct1: conles On 
the one hrutd, dlere is the register of the verbal (the "ntore than aCOLLC;-
ric," if you will), presiding, at least as model, over the description of 
the operations of the unconscious, of its writing whkh has been coded 

10 Ibid., p. 168. 
11. Ibid .• p. 216 

U. Ibid., P.2.37. 
This i-. without taking mto <1t.C(1l1nt the problcnl<1tlc of the ongl11 

or CIllt!1 gcncc of the subject a.< It IS dcwk)pcc..i In Totem trlld Ttrboo :tnd, abo\'c all, 
III hili (,'mllp PsydIDlc1fJ:v f",d Ihe ofrb( But it would nut be difficult to show 
that the two registers In qUt.oc;[lon lompetc wid\ one another III dlC COlllc\t ufthls proh-
ICIl1.1UC .lIK{ th:lt dlC theon' of the "ubjcct is nut rcint()fccd by It. 
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duough displacement, condensation, the play of tropes, etc., and 
above all presiding over the description of the fornlarion of the Ego 
and the Superego.1ol On the other hand, there is the register which can-
not be called simply the figural (despite the concern with Darstellbar-
keit), but which must also be considered that of the imagi,lIIry in that it 
cuts across every stage of the Freudian construction, from the image, 
through the fantasy and the dreanl scene, to the ideal. It is as if Rcik 
blurred all the divisions (often strict) to which Freud submits, and 
plunged into a sort of hole or gap between the "symbolic," if you will, 
and the imaginary-a hole that is not necessarily occupied by some-
thing like the "real," be it consigned to impossibility. 

This, of course, has its consequences-even if the theoretical failure 
IS certain. 

Mourning and Rivalry 

As for me, I think that insanity and madness are that horrible music itself, 
those few notes that whirl with a repugnant rapidity in those cursed melo-
dies that are immediately communicated to our memory-even, I want to 
say, to our blood-and which, long after, we still can't get rid ot: 
-Tieck, Love and Magic 

But it is time now to open to the first pages of The Haunting Melody. 
The book begins, as we know, with the story of a musical reminiscence. 

As to the circumstance, first of all, the "prinlal scene"" or the initial 
experience, things are relatively simple and the scenario can be briefly 
recapi tulated. 

On the evening of December 2S, 1925, Freud telephoned Reik (then 
on holiday in the Austrian Alps) to inform him of the death of Karl 
Abraham-who, it should be emphasized, had been Reik's analyst (his 

analyst) and his friend-and to ask him to deliver the funeral 
eulogy before the Vienna Psychoanalytic Society. This is where it starts. 
Rcik, narurally, is shocked. He leaves his hotel to walk in the night, 
following a snowy path up into the forest (an appropriately unheimlich 
landscape: fir wood, the same in which I walked daily, had an 
unusual appearance. The trees seemed to be higher, darker, and tow-
ered almost menacingly up to the sky. The landscape seemed changed. 

2+ See Sigmund Freud, The Ego and the ld, In The Standard Editio1l oftbe Cumplete 
I)syc/Jo/og,ta/ Works, vol. 19, Strachcy With Anllc1 Freud (London: Hogarth 
and the Insntutc: of Psycho-Analvslc;, 1961). 
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It was now solemn and sinister as if it convcyed a mysterious mes-
sage . . . There was only that heavy and oppressive silence around me 
and in nle. I still remember the dense and numb mood of that walk., but 
I don 1: remember-it is more than a quarter of a century since-how 
long I walked on in thic; mood'" p.221]}. During the walk, 
Reik catches himselfhunmling a tunc that he initially does not recog-
nize, but s0011 identifies at the first return or repetition. I t is the open-
ing measures of the chorale that fomls the final nlovement of Mahler's 
Second Symphony, a chorale constructed upon a poem by Klopstock 
that Bach had already used, and entitled Auflrstch'n, or "Resurrection'" 
(from which comes the name of the symphony). 

In the days that foUow, Reik begins to write the eulogy for Karl 
Abraham. In spite of aU his efforts., the tune will not disappear, repeat-
ing and imposing itself each tinle he thinks of Abraham. It presents 
itself, as Reik says, as tile "leitmotifofnly mourning for my dead friend" 
(Melody, p. 222). It has, says Reik, a rare haunting power (though this is 
not the essential thing here, it does enter into the clinical picture of the 
so-called obsessional neurosis), a power all the more evident in that the 
rettlrn of the first measures seems always to arise against the back-
ground of the obstinate forgetting of the following ones. If Reik "hears" 
the first lincs., or the last ("you will risc again, my dust, after a brief 
rest" [Me/ody, p. 222]), he is never able to recover the intervening nlel-
ody, the second motif, or, of coursc, the text on which it is constructed 
("Believe, my heart, you have lost noming I Everything you longed for 
is yours, yes, yours I You have not lived and suffered in vain" [Melody, 
p. 223])· 

Reik, having tried without success to hold ofr the return of this tri-
umphal song (though it is nonetheless a song of mourning) and having 
had no more success in struggling against the forgetting of the nlotif of 
consolation, begins to sketch an auto-analysis that will last no less than 
twenty-five years. (The writing of tile book begins exactly on Decem-
ber 2S, 1925; from which one can see that there is sonle truth in the 
argument that superstition, ritualism, obsession with numbers-in 
short, everything that can be classified under the Freudian category of 
"belief in the omnipotence of thoughts," or acts-is always associated 
with the major characteristic of obsessionality: inhibition). It is thus a 
prolol1ged, if not intemlinable, auto-analysis whose mitial monlcnts at 
least Ollist be examined if one is to avoid getting lost in the intricacies 
of a relatively conlplicatcd intrigue. 

* * * 
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Contrary to what one would expect, Reik's most spontaneous impulse 
is not to engage in the analysis of mourning. And yet an enormous 
question is lying here (but too enormous, too dose, in any case, to a 
Nietzschean question); What exactly links music to mourning? What 
links it to the work or play of mourning-to the Traumpiel, to tragedy? 
His mo1t spontaneous impulse is not even to attach the upsurgence of 
the haunting melody to his own "case," to all the obscssionality he 
knows to be in himself: the anticipated mourning of his own death, his 
inhibition, his "failure before success"-aU motifs that he always infers 
elsewhere from such a rerurn of Mahler's melodies.25 No, the most 
spontaneous impulse is rather one of a theoretical kind. And for good 
reason: the spontaneity here is elltirely induced by Freud. The move 
consists simply in seeking in the words of the chorale, in the text of 
Klopstock, the reason for the obsessional return of the melody. Hence 
the first attempt, naturally one of trtmslRtWn, to reduce the acoustic 
(and the musical) to the verbal: "1 pondered what the motif wanted to 
convey to me. I heard its message, but I did not understand it; it was as 
if it had been expressed in a foreign language I did not speak" (Melody, 
p.223). 

Yet despite the recollection of several memories and the rapid train 
of two or three associations, the motif of "resurrection" persists in say-
ing nothing to Reik. what is left of a conversation that Reik 
was able to have with Abraham concerning the Christian faith, the 
Kaddish prayer, the relation between Egyptian eschatology and Mo-
saic hope, etc., fails to "speak" to him or to allow any deciphering or 
decoding whatsoever (all of these important motifs are legitimately 
yoked here, but they do not weave together for him into a meaning). 

Until that moment when Rei!<, by chance of course (that is, by way 
of a symptomatic error as to Abraham's native city), relates Abraham's 
imperviousness to Mahler's music to his Nordic origins. 

The decisive association is then produced, more or less according to 
the following schenla. I will break it down here into its components: 
Abraham docs not like Malller's nlusic, which is too for 
his taste as a man of the north, too Austrian, too "bohc:nlian." Further-
more, and I emphasize this associative clement in passing, Abraham 
spoke an extremely correct, according to Reik "almost literary," Ger-
man-the opposite of the relaxed pronunciation of the Viennese-and 

lS. Sl'(\ III partlualar, 1.lStClllfllf IPitiJ tlle 11Jird Ear. (hb + and 7 (where Mahler IS 
with "the voke of the father") 
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with a strong and clear northern accent. Reik believes it to be a fact 
that Abraham was a native of Hamburg. But in reality-and here is the 
error-Abraham was born in Bremen. TIle error is a "fertile" one, 
however, since it permits him to pass to Mahler, to make the bridge or 
the connection. More precisely, it allows him to articulate together 
(thereby explaining the association) the chorale of the Second Sym-
phony and Abraham's death; for it happens to be in Hamburg that 
Mahler fOWld, as they say, the "inspiration" for this chorale-at the 
time of the funeral ceremony which the city had organized in honor of 
Hans von Biihlow (to whom Mahler apparently served as assistant) 
and in the course of which the Bach chorale, based on the same poem 
by K.lopstock, was performed. 26 

At this point, the principal actors are in place: the quartet (as Lacan 
says in a text to which I will rerum) is formed. A scene opens and the 
analytic drama can begin. 

Two characters who dominate the whole, however, are missing. 
These characters do not expand the initial quartet (Biihlow/Mahler, 
Abraham/Reik) into a sextet, but rather confirm it as a quartet, frame 
it. One of them at least, as his role necessarily dictates, can consolidate 
the set-up and provide the key from behind the scene, permitting the 
unfolding of the intrigue upon the en framed stage. 

This is what happens very shortly afterward: Freud, to no one's sur-
prise, makes his entrance. 

From the anecdotal point of view, the essential is played out imme-
diatelyafter Reik has pronounced Abraham's funeral eulogy. Federn, 
who is presiding over the meeting, commits a slip of the tongue: 

After I had finished my eulogy, Freud, who sat near me, shook my hand, 
and Dr. Paul Fedem, the chairman, closed the meeting with a few sen-
tences. The old, friendl)' man made a slip of the tongue which made us 
smile and lifted, at least for the moment. the gloomy atmosphere of the 
evening. He said, "We appreciate the speech we just heard by Dr. Abra-
ham" ... Did that slip reveal that hc wished me dead or was it an wtcon-
scious compliment? Conceited as I was, I wthcsitatingly adoptcd the 
second interpretation. I could not imagine that anybody could seriously 
compare my modest accomplishments with those of Karl Abraham, but I 

have wished unconsciously to be acknowledged not only as his stu-

16 Mahler'lt (rlvalmg) Identification With \'on Buhlow is an Identification With the 
orchestra conductor. It IS coupled wid, an Identification with Beethoven as composer. 
and as a of symphonies. 
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dent, but as his successor. I know from my analysis that I had emulated 
him, but I had never daydreamed that I could reach a position compa-
rable to his within our science or the psychoanalytic movement. Such 
thoughts must, nevertheless, have been unconsciously working in me. 
(Melody, pp. 2.35-2.36) 

What is then set in place is nothing other than the (expected) motif 
of rivalry-a motif that Reik had himself emphasized in his funeral eu-
logy (without failing to associate it in passing with Nietzsche): 

Why deny it? Some psychoanalysts have bdieved they could prove their 
early independence from a teacher, as well as their independence of 
thought, in getting quickly emancipated from his influence and in be-
coming emphatically opposed to him. Occasionally one has referred to 
the sentence by Nietzsche: "You reward your teacher badly when you 
always remain only his pupil." But whatever may be justified in this sen-
tenee, it has nothing to do with the indecent high-speed in which the 
"conquest" of the teacher often takes place at present. We hope that the 
srudents of Abraham are protected against such a possibility by the ana-
lytic insight they have obtained from their master. (Melody, p.2.33) 

But this motif of rivalry, which admittedly does not teach us much 
about the rigid agonistic structure of the closed Viennese context (in 
any case, we have seen others since), or, to any greater extent, about 
"homosexual identification" (which would also enter into the picrure 
of obsessional neurosis), introduces the further motif of guilt. The 
latter is associated, and in a perfectly strange manner, with music. This 
also happens in the text of the funeral eulogy: 

It can scarcely be avoidcd that every important and grave event entering 
Our lives leads us after some time slowly back to analytic trains of thought. 
Psychoanalysis has convinced us that all mourning is connected with lm-
conscious self-reproach that can be traced back to certain emotional 
attitudes toward the deceased. TIlis self-reproach, however typical, is in-
dividually different according to the individual relationship to the person 
who died. Yet there is. I believe, one of a general narure. I was reminded 
of It the other day by the remark of a little boy. The four-year-old son of 
a patlcnt [the alllision to practice is obViously not without sigllificance 

since, as we know, Rcik was not a doctor but a "layman"] saw a 
funeral on the street and asked what it was. His mother ex-
plained to him what death alld timeral mean. The child listened atten-
tivelyand then asked With wide eyes, "But why IS there music? He 
alrc-ady d,--ad and docs not hear it any more.'" There is a serious md even 
a profound meaning for us in the simplicity of the child's question. It 
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puts us to shame as we become aware of the inadequat:y and the impo-
tence of our words in the face of the great silence. But it shames us, 
because it leads to the question: Must such things happen before we are 
able to express how much we appreciate and care for Ollr friends? (Mel-
M .. :V, pp.134--13S) 

Beneath mourning and rivalry, then, there is guilt, that is to say, 
shame-and Reik is not unaware of the fact that it is connected with 
the to confess." But what is important is that the motif of 
guilt, associated in this way with the nlusic of the funeral eulogy, is 
found associated, when Freud intervenes, with the question of style. 

This is, once again, strange. 
But in fact, Reik has no sooner recalled his spontaneous, advan-

tageous interpretation of Fedem's slip of the tongue, than he adds the 
following. It too must be cited, in that it also addresses the question of 
the native language (the mother tongue, of course), and a certain mu-
sic belonging to it: 

It is sometimes harder to confess feelings of silly vanity or ideas of gran-
deur than deeds or thoughts one should or could be more ashamed of. I 
just now was going to suppress such a trait of my vanity, the 
memory that I was proud of a trifling detail of my style in that speech. 
The last paragraph runs in Gennan: hcisst WlS, bcvor wir die 
W1S allen vorgezeichnete Strasse weiterziehen, inneres Bed.lirfuis gebieter-
ischer als Ziemlichkeit, Karl Abraham zum lettten Mal zu griissen ... " 
("Yet before we move along that destined for us aU, inner need 
drives us more unperarivcly than decency to salute . . ."). I still remem-
ber that I relished in my thoughts the repetition of the i-vowel in that 
sentence. I would have suppressed this petty feature, had not my men-
tioning the name of Freud admonished me to be more strict with myself. 
I remembered, namely, that many years later when I asked Freud for help 
in an at:tual conAict and was in a short psychoanalysis with him, 1 once 
said during a session, "I am ashamed to say what just occurred to me 
... " and Freud's calm voice admonished me, "Be ashamed, but say itP' 

After the meeting was c10setL I accompanied Freud to his home in the 
Berggassc. He praised my spl.'Cch and emphasized that 1 had not merely 
given a laudatory oration, but had also mentioned some of the shortcom-
ings of Abraham, whom he appreciated so highly. He addl.-d that we arc 
still unconsciously afraid of the dead, and bt:cause of this hidden awe are 
often led to speak of them only in overpr.lising He quoted the 
Latin proverb, De mort"is 1111 'lin bc"c, as an expression of d'tlt uncon-
scious tCar, and addl.-d a humorous JeWish anecdote which makes fun of 
dlC inshlcerity of eulogies. (Mtlod:'1, p.2.36) 
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The Style and the Accent: Hearing Seeing 
The instinct of the ear lDlpOSCS .1 

cadence on elocution. 
-Cicero., De Omtore 

I 

All of this, in its subtle sinlplicity, is still far fr0111 being perfectly 
clear. 

But let us retrace the course of the association. What do we obtain? 
Bracketing for the moment Reik's continual allusions to what links mu-
sic-the essence of music?-to mourning and death (by way, essen-
tially, of shame and guilt, and thus by way of an agonistic structure, or 
what psychoanalysis calls "ambivalence'" in the theory of identifica-
tion),. the only relation that exists between Mahler and Abraham is that 
established by Abraham's accent. Likewise, if this rdation is in tum 
connected, again by means of an agonistic relation in which Freud is 
involved, with Reik's ambition or mimetic desire,27 then it is a stroke of 
literary vanity (extremely powerful in Reik), or rather of stylistic pride, 
that allows us to understand it. 

In both cases, not only does everything happen at the level of audition 
or listening, but what is heard and begins to make sense (to "signify," 
Ilot in the mode of signification but., if one may rely on a convenient dis-
tinction, in that of signifitmce) 28 is not, strictly speaking, of the order 
of language. Rather., it aftects a language, and affects in the use of a 
language (although this cannot be understood in relation to the Saus-
surian parole, or in relation to linguistic "performance") its musical 
part, prosodic or melodic. 

Rcik is interested, as we see, in the J1Oice: intonation, elocution, 
tone, inflections, mclisma, rhythm, even timber (or what Barthes calls 
"grain"). Or color. TI1C8e are all things which arc dealt with by ancient 
rhetoric (that of enunciation and diction, of texis) and which might 
sustain up to a certain point the attention of a musical theory, as was 
the in the long history of the development of the operatic recita-
rive, or even a st:ylistics. But they do not fall under the jurisdiction of 

1.7 Although cOlifessed. .lS one nught .md In any case a matter of rubin: 
knowledge. See Thcodor Rcik. From TlJrrty uan ",id; F"elld, trans Richard Winston 
(Nl'W York: farrar lUld Rinehart, 194-0), esp. eh, 

2.8. l..u:oLlc-Labarthe is drawing the ternl l'SScntlallv front UcnY(.'nisrc (though It 
I!» now lOntmonly used) Sec Ul part,,:ular Enu!c BcnvcllIstc, Probiemer de [17tl1"istllJ"t 
I1tniralc, "01 l. (Pam- Galhmard, ch. C°Sc:mlOloglc .. te 101 languc").-Editol· 
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linguistic distinctions in the proper sense (of the type semioticlscnlan-
tic, for example) because, more fi.1l1damentally, they escape the meta-
physical (theoretical) distinctions that always underlie them (sensiblel 
intelligible, nlatter/form, body/spirit, thing/idea, and so on). A phe-
nomenon of this sort is, finally, untheorizable. What is to be made of 
the voice, of the texis, and of phonation if they concern not onJy the 
"psyche," desire, or even, as Barthes would have it, corps en jouis-
sance,"29 but equally an investment that is SOCial, historical, culnlral., 
aesthetic-in short, in the strict sense of the word ethos? To 
what, exactly, is such a phenonlcnon to be referred? And how is it to be 
integrated into our understanding of the general production of mean-
ing? Reik, at any rate., admitted that he could speak of it only in 
(vague) terms of intuition and empathy, and doubted that it nlight ever 
give rise to any science whatever. 

Such a phenomenon nonethelcss constantly solicited his attention. 
He even made such an attention the very index or criterion of good 
analytic practice. Well before Ivan F6nagy and "Thc Instinctual Bases 
of Phonation,"ao Reik hoped to orient psychoanalysis in that direc-
tion-unsuccessfully, moreover (Groddeck alone among his contem-
poraries had perhaps any chance of hearing it). He was thus obliged to 
claim it, and not without a certain complacency, as the "auditive:" char-
acter of his own habitflS. TIluS in Fragment of a Great Confession (an 
attempt at auto-analysis which is modeled entirely, to put it briefly, on 
the fumous episode in Dichtung U1ld Wahrheit where Goethe abandons 
Frederike Brion, and which therdbre presupposes that Reik's life is 
constructed and copied "by inlitation" from that of Goethe), Rcik frees 
himselt: belatedly, from the Gocthean mlago by emphasizing his ex-
trenle acoustic sensitivity. "In contrast to Goethe, who received his 
best and most significant ilnpressions through the eye, I was., as the 
French psychologists would say, a 'type a1Iditif.' I was not just blind as a 
bat, but most of my inlprcssions and nlcnlories were connected with 
the ear-of an auditory character."ll He justifies in this way the con-
stant gesture, his first constant gesture, of relating to music (as if mu-
sic, he says, constituted the "web" of his memories) what is of the 
order of literarure or l1uite simply of discourse. (The entire Sesenheinl 
episode, for example, is inscribed in the "scenario" of the symphony by 

19. Roland Barrhc!., "Lt: gr:11n de la \'OIX," M,lSlquenl.ln. 9 (November 1971): 
30 Sec Ivan FOnagy, IHttnpbm"& en plJonttilJ'l& (Ottawa: Marcel Didier, 1979), 

eh. 6' "I.e caractcrc pulslollncl des son .. du L-mg-tgc." 
31. f"rlf!1lRt1It, p. l-f.9. On Goethe a' a pla'iric arri'ir, p 1m. 
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Beethoven designated "pastoral," whose initial title, as Reik does not 
fail to remind us on this occasion-and most eloquent in relation to 
what will concern us shortly-was Sinfonia caratteristica.) 

One will have recognized here the nlOtif of Ulistening with the 
third car." 

We know that Reik borrowed tile expression from Nietzsche. It is 
tound in Aphorism 2+6 of Beyond Good and Evil. Niet7...5che writes: 

What torture books written in Gennan are for anyone who has a third 
c..-ar! How vexed one stands betore the slowly revolving swamp of sounds 
that do not sound like anything and rhythms that do not dance, called a 
"book" among Germans! Yet worse is the German who reads books! 
How how how badly he reads! How many Germans 
know, and demand of themselves that they should know, that there is IIrt 
in every good sentence-art that must be figured out if the sentence is to 
be understood! A misunderstanding about its tempo, for example, and 
the sentence itself is misunderstood. 

That one must not be in doubt about the rhythmically decisive syl-
lables, that one experiences the break with any excessively severe symmetry 
as deliberate and that one lends a subtle and patient ear to 
every rta&altO and every rnbato, that one figures out the meaning in the 
sequence of vowels and diphthongs and how delicately and richly they 
can be colored and change colors as they follow each other-who among 
book-reading Germans has enough good will to acknowledge such du-
ties and demands and to listen to that much art and purpose in language? 
In the c..-nd one simply docs not have "the car for that»; and thus the 
strongc.."St conttaSts of style go unheard, and the subtlest artistry is WllSted 
on the deaf. -These were my thoughts when I noticed how clumsily 
and undiscemingly two masters m the art of prose were contounded.l1 

The third car, as we see, is the "artistic" or "stylistic" ear that dis-
cerns in writing, discourse, or a language a fundamental musicaJity-
fundamental, above all, in that it makes sense. As Nietzsche continued 
to insist from the time of his first works on Greek prosody, we have to 
do here with the very intelligibility of what is said (which is "sensi-
ble"). And it will have been noted in passing that this musicality is es-
sentially a rhythmics. We have yet to draw all the consequences from 
this point. 

What docs Reik make of this borrowing? Something that is, 
rather faitllful to Nietzsche-if only in the privilege Reik accords to 
rhytlml. But let us not get ahead of ourselves. Before this, the third ear 

32 Beyond Good and BPil, pp. 182.-181 
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defines the analytic listening, that is to say, the interpretation of thc 
unconscious from out of the unconscious. It is, says Reik., "the means 
of detecting the substructures of the soul": 

The analyst has to guess them, to sense them, in usmg his own uncon-
scious like a receiver of messagl.'S, which arc at first unrecognizable., but 
Celn then be grasped and deciphered. The has to "listen with the 
tlllrd car" to what his patients say and what they leave unsaid. He has to 
acquire a fine ability for hearing the subtoncs of the unconscious pro-
cesses. But this means that, if necCSSJ.ry, he has to have free access to his 
own unconscious; that the road to his own deep feelings and thoughts 
has to be unblocked. He must be able to reach his own experiences, 
which fonn a concealed reservoir of emotions and thoughts, a subterra-
nean store room of unconscious memory-traces. These hidden memories 
secure the means to understand the other person.13 

Still more preciselY3 such a faculty of listening should at the nlOst 
primitive level regulate the simple perceptitm of the other as an un-
conscious perception., one that is capable of offering infinitely greater 
material., according to Reik, than what is given to us by conscious per-
ception. But while the unconscious perception considered here is per-
fectly diversified (sight., smell, touch, etc.) and concerns the outer 
habitus or "surface" of tile other, it is in reality audition, strictly speak-
ing, tllat is determinant. All perception is at bottonl listening. Or, in 
other terms that COOle down to the sanlC thing, listcning is the para-
digm (not the metaphor) of perception in general. The unconscious 
spea.ks. And the voice., that is, tile texis, is that by which it speaks-
which presupposes, ill a perfectly classical manner, that language is de-
termined essentially as a language of gcsrure, a mimicry: 

There arc certain expressive which we understand., without 
our understanding exactly being at work in that understanding. We need 
only think of the wide field of languelgc: evcrybody has, in addition to 
the charal."teristics that we know, certain vocal modulations which do not 
strike us, the particular pitch and timbre of his voice, his particular 
spel.-ch rhythm, which we do not consciously observe. There are varia-
tions of tonc, pauses, and shifted accentuation, so sli ght that they nl."VCI' 
reach the limits of consciolls observation, individual nuances of pronun-
ciation which we do not notice, but note. These little traits, which have 
no place in the field of conscious observation, betray a great 
deal to us about a person. A voice which wc hear, though we do not Sl."C 

,3. Fmgm"'tll, pp. 328-329. There arc btatcn1cnts In SurprISe and rIle I'sy-
rbonllnlyst. Usrmittl1 n,;tlJ tbt 17J1rti Enr, erc. 
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dle speaker, may sometimes tell us more about him than if we were Db-
servi ng him. It is not dle words spoken by the voice that are of impor-
tance, but what it tells uS of the speaker; Its tone comes to be more 
imponant than what it says. "Speakt in order mat I may St."C you," said 
Socrates. 

Language-and here I do not mean only the language of words, but 
also the inarticulated sounds, the language of the eyes and gestures-was 
originally an instinctive utterancc. It was not till a later stagc that lan-
guage developL-d from an undifferentiated whole to a means of commu-
nication. But throughout this and other changes it has remained true to 
its ol'iginal function, which finds expression in the inflection of the voice, 
in the intonation, and in other characteristics ... Even where language 
only serves the purpose of practical communication, we hear me accom-
panying sounds expressive of emotion, though we may not be aware of 
mem.a.t 

But it is perfectly clear: while listening is privileged to the extent that 
it is necessary to consider it as more (or less) than a metaphor for ana-
lytic comprehension, it is nonetheless the case that, speech being finally 
mimic in nature and referring back to a more primitive gesture, listen-
ing is quite simply seeing. "Speak a little so that I can see you." 

In a certain sense, one might stop at this point. Everything that can, 
and should, draw us to Reik, everything in his work that makes it more 
than a simple repetition of Freud-that is to say, its fail-
ure"-is inscribed on this page. 

His theoretical failure, or rather, working through him, the general 
failure of the theoretical. That is to say, its complete success. For if, 
despite his apparent C40theoretical naivete," Rcik continues to run up 
against the impossibility of circumscribing the essence of listening, it is 
because he has already theorized it. Hence the obligation to speak, at 
least provisionally, of a theoretical reduction (eidetic, scopic) of the 
acoustic, although the distinction between the visible and audible, 
given the kind of phenomenon (or "thing") in question, is lcss perti-
llent than ever. No exanlple better illustrates this than Reik's way of 
joming systcntatically and seanllcssly the nlotif of listcning with the 
Gocthcan motif of repeated rejleaions. 

The theoretical reduction is a specular reduction. An old secret heritage 
of PIa ton is Ill: the voice, diction, the audible in general (and music) are 

S"rjWlSe and tlJc l'syclJtNlllaJ.vst, p. 21. Sec alsn TIN C.mnp"lstml to Confess an,i !'uttn-
"w ,pith tile Third Ear 
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attainable only by speculation. We need not even go through here the 
extremely complex turns of the "Gocthean"" auto-analysis; it will suffice 
to refer to the penultimate part of Surprise and the Psychoanalyst, which 
shows Reik debating once more the possibility of analytic hearing-
the possibility of "Wlconscious commWlication" or of "reciprocal elu-
cidation of unconscious processes." Over long chapters., Reik makes 
use of the example provided by the analysis of a hysterical patient (ap-
propriately manifesting strong feelings of guilt), examining, as he is 
obliged to do by the associative strata opened up by the listening, the 
overwhelming effect produced in him ("similar," he says., "to the ef-
fects of music") by the final scene of an otherwise mediocre play. The 
principal theme of this play allows him to Wlderstand or to intuit, "by 
empathy", the discourse of the patient in question. This is precisely the 
situation of listening with the third ear: what one might call a listening 
by echo, or catacousric interpretation-exattly what Reik proposes to 
conceptualize by calling upon the Goethean doctrine of "repeated re-
flections." It comes down, quite simply., to falling back upon the idea 
of the necessarily mediate character of the knowledge of the Ego: 

I propose to use an expression ofGocme's for }his psychological process 
and call it "repeated reflection" (wiederholte Spregelung). The poet speaks 
on several occasions ofmis tenn which he borrowed from entoptics. In 
one essay he tells us to consider that repeated reflections "not only keep 
the past alive but even raise it to a higher existence" and reminds us of 
the entoptic phenomena "which likewise do not pale as they pass fronl 
mirror to mirror., but are acrually kindled by it." In a letter about obscure 
passages in Faust (to lken, September 13, 1817), he observes ... : "Since 
we have many experienccs mat cannot be plainly exprcssl.-d and commu-
nicated, I have long adopted the method of revealing me secret meaning 
to attentive n .. '3ders by imagl.'S mat confront one anomer and are, so to 
speak, reftectl.-d in one another." I believe that the same procedure that 
was here adopted for literary purposes can, mutatis mutandis, be used on 
occasion in scientific psychological work, in order to reveal the secret 
meaning."3S 

What is involved here, of course, is the position of the Other in 
analysis (the concept., as Lacan pointed out., is very much present in 
Reik), and there unfolds from it an entire ditdeaic that is relatively fa-

34i. SlIrpnse and the PJy(hoamllyst, pp. In FmgmCllt, pp ..... 6-.. 7. RClk cues 
m e .. aenso another tcxt by Goethe bearing the same title, but addressed to Professor 
August Nakc of Bonn, who had traveled [0 Strasbourg In 18u-likc: Lenz to SORle 

extent-m order to "relive Goethe's youth on the spot In Scscnhclm." and who had 
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miliar to us today. Thus, there is played out in the appeal to the spec-
ular (a gesture which Reik thinks of as analogical in character, just like 
his recourse to music, but which perhaps is not so much so as he 
thinks) the entire theoretical and practical possibility of analysis, and a 
fortittri of auto-analysis. Because the very hypothesis of the uncon-
scious, as Reik says ingenuously, places us before an "antinomy" (ac-
cess "to the dc:c:pest and most vital region" of the Ego is forbidden to 
consciousness), any understanding of the Ego "needs to be reflected in 
anothcr."36 And thus it is not at all by chance if, in a movement exactly 
symmetrical with the one we have just observed, it is revealed that one 
may pass almost immediately from the optical analogy to the acoustic 
analogy-from the reflection to the echo. Barely two pages later, while 
attempting to explain how "the other person's unconscious impulse is 
communicated to the analyst," Reik declares quite simply that on the 
whole it "is as if some external impression stirred the reminiscence of a 
well-known melody in us." And he adds, "Say, for instance, that the 
opening bars were played on the piano. For a person with a musical 
memory it is not necessary for the melody to be played all through for 
him to recognize it. After only a few bars, the reminiscence of the 
whole melody, or at least of its essence, will occur spontaneously to the 
hstener. In like manner, the unconscious memory trace of the induced 
emotion is stirred as a kind of experimental verification, so to speak, in 
the analyst."37 In short, resonance (or echoing) and reflection are per-
fectly interchangeable as theoretical or theorizing figures of repetition, 
of the reactivation of the trace, or of the analytic reading, all presup-
posed by the complex "graphology" at work in Freud. 38 

('The Novel is a Mirror. . ." 
A theory of the novel should itself be a 
novel. 
-Friedrich Schlegel, Cotrversatton on Poetry 

l.omposcd a memoir of hiS "pilgrimage'" that was shown to Goethe. One finds In 

Goethe's tc:<t me followmg phrase: "Contemplation and the moral rcftcchon ofth( pas[ 
not only preserve it as Ihring reality, but e1eyate it to a higher level of life. Slnlilarly, 
em'optic phenomcna do not fade from nlilTOr to mirror. but are, by the very repetition, 
IIltcnsdicd. 

SurprISe and tlK Psyc/lOflnlJl.m, p. l.37. 
37 [bid., p. 

[rctcr, of course, to Dcrrlda's CSS:ly, "Freud and the Scene ofWrltang," tranS. 
Jeffrey Mehlm.1.n, Tille FrOld1 Studtes 48 (1972)· 74-117. 
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We seem to be quite far from what attraaed our attention, our "read-
ing," at the outset of the auto-analysis recapirulated in The Haunting 
Melody: the decisive association that brings into play both Abraham's 
accent or diction and the stylistic trait (alliteration) of Reik's funeral 
eulogy-in short, the role assigned to style. 

It is nonetheless in the specular reduction that the question of style 
is decided (or lost). 

Style, as Reik knows, is double. It is first of all a phenomenon of 
diction or cnwlciation, whether oral or written (which also implies, as 
he repeats many times, handwriring).39 But it is also the "character": 
the incised and the engraven., the prescribed (or pre-inscribed), the 
"programmed" in a subject-in other words, he says, the wlconscious, 
and the unconscious as a system of traces, maries, and imprints. This is 
why style betrllJs; it is, essentially, the compulsion to confess. CAn.fession 
itself-that is to say, speech. 40 

Nonetheless, it is one thing to say: "Psychoanalysis has claimed that 
we do not live, but that we are lived [we win soon find, though this 
time from Mahler's pen, an analogous phpse], that is, the greatest part 
of what we experience is not of our conscious doing, but is 'done' by 
unknown powers within ourselves." And it is another thing to add, a 
few lines later: "Freud once varied the saying 'Le style, c'est l'homme' 
to 'Lc style, c'est I'histoire de l'homme.' This was certainly meant in the 
sense that the style of a man reflects the story of his life, his education, 
his reading, his experiences. As I read my book with the eyes of a psy-
chologist, Freud's rephrasing took on another meaning: the style, the 
characteristic manner of expression, my choice of words as weD as my 
sequences were a kind of confession, revealing to the attentive reader 
an important part of my own life story. "41 

39. See From Thwty Tean 11'1111 Freud, where Reik report!. rhls rcnl.,rk by Freud' 
111Cfe IS no doubt that one also cxprcs:.cs onc's dlaractcr through one's writing. What 
a shame that our wtderstanding of it IS so ambiguous and its mtcrprctatlon so uno.-r-
rain. Graphology IS nor yet a domalll of sdcnrific research." (Translared from Trent, nilS 

Rlltt Frnld [Paris! Editions Complexc, 19S61, p.ll.) 
40. Th, Cmnpulsum to Confess: "In ther.c applications. the words beknmm or "con-

fess" have nOl at all dlat more speCIal meaning which is given them today. And what 
about the Gcnnan RelChte (rehgious confession) Which is Llsed a.-; a lIynonym lor confc:s-

The word CooleS from the old Gennan pijcbaJl meaning coimply to talk. From rhe 
old lugh German pijilJt there developed the 111Iddle lugh Gennall "":gibt and bilJte which 
may be rccogmzcd in the modem word Beithee. The Larlll word amJitt:n, from which 
the English "wnfcss" is derived, like the: German bekennetl or lftStelJC'1 originally meant 

ro "'y somcd'lIng emphatic:ally" (p. JII) 

+1. FmD"a.'Ilt. r Cf. From TlJirty Tean II,it/) Jo"relld: "Freud revised dlC well-
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This is another thing., quite anothcr thing, because (with the help of 
a certain psychologism) all the diftcrence between the incised and the 
.fashioned. the type and the figure, or., if you prefer, betwecn writing and 
fiction, is marked here. "Prcsl.Tiption" or "programnlation" is 110t"mold· 
ing," even less the molding provided by experience or life. This is what 
ultimately separates the BildungsrfmUtn from tragedy. 

But of coursc, this is where the theoretical becomes involved-
where it counters. 

For here, at the point where the question of style surfaces, Reik 
stops abruptly. The effect of inhibition is enormous, so powerful in his 
case that it will take him no less than twenty-five years to get over it and 
to complete (or almost) the task that was nevertheless so quickly be-
gun-to succeed, in any case, in writing this book. One can always 
attribute such a thing to "obsessional neurosis." But how can one ex-
plain the apres-coup, the retarding, the delay? What "catacoustic logic' 
is to be inferred there? 

It was such a logic that interested Reik. It is hardly by chance that he 
placed as an epigraph to Fragment of II Grea:t Confession this verse from 
Goethe: "Late resounds what early sounded." And this is clearly what 
he was hunting for in music. He was seeking, in short, to define a kind 
of "musical" essence of the subject. Nevertheless., he was not unaware 
of the fact that to submit to the theoretical was to lose all chance of 
reaching his goal. This is why the theoretical "failure" is also a "success" 
and the "inhibition" win never be truly lifted-or will have always been 
lifted in advance. The Haunting Melody concludes with these lines: 

Emerging from those haunted grounds and arriving at the flu! of this 
study, I suddenly remember that I often daydreamed that it would be-
come a "great" book. It became nothing of the kind, only a fair contribu-
tion to the psychology of unconscious processes. Yet as such it presents a 
l1ew kind of recording of those inner voict."S which otherwise remain nlUte. 

In revising this srudy, I have again followed its themes and counter-
themes and their elaboration. I know the score. But, as Mahler used to 
say" the most Important part of is not in the (Melot(y, p. 376) 

I wiD be returning to the "phonography" to which he alludes here-
it is probably the best definition Reik could give of autobiography. 

In any case, we have reached the point where the book's organizing 

known ma.,,(ln1 to "Style eu I'hlstolrc de l"honunc" By that maxim 11C did not meoln 
merely that literary mftucnces [nslJumed the style of the Individual. but that the develop-
ment and of olll indiVidual do their parr in moldlll.!1 hl'i srvle" (PP.9-10. 
emphasiS added). 
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mechanism is in place. It is at the very moment in his narrative when 
Reik marks (that is to say, confesses) dle arresting effect of inhibition 
that there begins to develop, following the apres-coup logic of composi-
tion or fiction, the autobiographical intrigue-or auto-analytic in-
trigue (why not say, in more economical terms, lIutograpbi&td?). 

The intrigue is, properly speaking, novelistic [ romaneslfue]. The auto-
biography, according to a necessity that must now be analyzed, is a 
novel. 

The mechanism that has set Itself in place, is, as we know, specular-
doubly specular. It is the classic mechanism of "mimetic rivalry," in 
Girard's terms, and therefore of the narcissistic conflict whose descrip-
tion Freud sketched out in his theory of identification (itself a sketch, 
incomplete).42 It is reframed here, or, what comes down to the same 
thing, closed upon itself as with a mirror, redoubled. A specular mecha-
nism, then, that brings six characters (in search of an analyst?) face to 
face with each other according to strictly homologous relations, though 
they confront each other two by two, in quartets. TI1ese characters are, 
respectively, Mahler, von Biihlow, and Beethoven (from botton1 to top 
along the line of musicians); and along the line of analysts, Rei!<, Abra-
ham Freud43 , 

From here, an entire nlyth (a personal myth) can be organized, or, 
borrowing Lacan's definition, "a certain objectified representation of 
an epos . . . of a geste expressing in an imaginary way the fundamental 
relations that are characteristic of a certain nlode of being of the human 
being." 

The definition is from a seminar made famous by its more or less 
clandestine circulation, "The Individual Myth of the Neurotic, or 'Po_ 
etry and Trudl' in Neurosis,""" a seminar in which Lacan in fact in-
sisted on the kind of framing or spacing of the mimetic relation that we 
have JUSt seen. Before returning to Reik's autobiographical narrative, I 
would like to pause over Lacan's analysis-my reasons for this detour 
wiU appear shortly. 

In the second part of his presentation-the first part devoted to a 

41 Group Psychology nnd the of tlJe Ego, ch. 7. In StnHdnnl Edztltm. vol. 13, 
pp.6S-I+S. 

-H Between the two columns, there IS always the figure of Gc)(:thc, who, more thall 

the ucomplctc artist," represents a kind of"univcrsal genius." 
4+. Published by Editions do Grandes lCtl'S MoUes de Notre Epoque (without 

date or place). The text IS.ll1 uncorrected and unrC\'lc\vcd trnnscnpnon of a A 
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rereading of "Notes upon a Case of Obsessional Neurosis" ("The Rat 
Man" }-Lacan took up again in its general outlines, though implicitly, 
the analysis that Rcik had proposed of the Frederike Brion episode in 
Dichtung und W#Jrheit (found again in extenso in Fmgmetlt of If. Great 
Confession).4.r, Having situated psychoanalysis, as it is important to re-
call here, betweetl science and art-as belonging to what was classified 
in the Middle Ages under the category of"libcral arts"oKI-and having, 
in this veifl., envisaged the myth in its relation to science as funda-
mentally the supplement for the lacking truth,0I7 Lacan undertook the 
nccessary task of reworking the constitutive myth of psychoanalYSIs 
(Oedipus). This reworking was not only to account for progress re-
corded in the "analytic experience," but also to elucidate as well how 
'4.all analytic theory stretches out within the distance separating the fun-
damental conflict which, through the intermediary of rivalry with the 
father, links the subject to an essential symbolic value ... always in 
function of a ccrtain concrete degradation ... betwccn the image of 
the father and [what Lacan named at this rime] the image of the master 
Ithe 'moral master']."48 Lacan thus returned, appropriately., to the 
nodal point of Freudian theory (the point where this theory constantly 

correct version by J. A. Miller has sln(.c been published by the review Ornicar? (May 
1979). The preVIous Citation appc:ars on p. s of me scminar transcription • 

... The two examples chosen by Lacan arc, eac:h time, C.1SCS of obsessional ncu-
rosis-the qu(."Stion remains as to what commits this ufOnnation" (ru. Lacan says) to the 
mythical and thus als(') to the: mimc:nc. 

4-0. Because of the Wily It retains always in the foreground. l .. 1Can added. "the funda-
mental relation to the measure of man": that is to say, "the intental rc:lation that in some 
\ensc c.m neyer be exhausted.. that Ui cyclical and dosed lIpon luclf-the relation of 
nlC.'lSurc between moln and him'iClf. • which is the usc of language, the use ()f the 
word" (1').1). 

"'7. Seeing myth, in oth('T words-and all of rhls l!t falrl)' dose to 1.l"\'i-Strauss-ilS 
"prOViding a discursive fonnulation to that something that cann()[ be in the 
lidimtlon of truth. since the definition ofttuth rests only lIpon itself" (p. 3), and conse-

has Its proper place withan that "art" of relations or that \'cry 
panlculM kllld of anthropol<lg)' that IS p!tycho.'\nillysis. 

48 I.acan. "The Individual Myth of the N(.'Umric, or 'Poetry and Truth' an Ncu-
rOMc;," p ..... The from whidl l.acuue-Labarthc IS quoting goes as tc)II()ws: 
"Toute I., dlcorie est tendue a I'inttricur de l:1 diuancc qUI separc Ie conAlt 
lond.,ment.ll qUI par I'illtenllt!dlare de 1.1 rlYahre au perc. he Ie a une valeur !lym-
holaquc csscntidle. mais. aile-I. Ie voir. qui cst toujours en foncrioll d'une ccrtainc 
degradation concrete, pcUt·ctrc liCe au'\ wnditiom., au>. Clr('OllStanC(."$ soclaks speciales, 
de I'image ct de IJ. figure dll perc. c'\pCrlcnu tendue done entre cene image du perc, ct 
d'autrc pan .. 
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exposes itself to the risk of a general revision and even threatens to col-
lapse), that is to say, to the concept of identification-and especially 
primary idcntification. oICJ Lacan did not follow exactl), the path opened 
up (barely) by Freud, who nlailltailled that identification was "possible 
before any object choice" and therefore prior, by right, to the Oedipus 
conlplex. Lacan took on the Oedipus conlplex itself and sought to "de-
triangu1i7..c" it by noting a fundaillental and necessary discordance-a 
nlatter, he says, of a "defaulting" [carcnceJ-bctween the (real) father 
and his (synlbolic) function, a discordance which requires the splitting 
of paternity as such and the appearance of an "imaginary father" ca-
pable of taking on thc function. But it is a discordance that requires as 
well, as its repercussion, the splitting of the son-the subject "him-
self"-a splitting constitutive of neurosis (together with, as in the case 
of Goethe, all the affectation of transvestism, makeup, and all the 
mythic conduct-in other words, the imitation of the Vicar of Wakefield). 
This splitting, or, as Lacan also said-an inevitable word here-"alien-
arion" of the subject "with respect to itself," makes it oscillate vis-a.-vis 
its double between distancing (where the substitute bears every "nlor-
tal" menace) and a Urcintegration" of the role (where desire is in-
hibited). A well-known situation in the "Ronlalltic" or "fantastic" 
novclesque fornls (that of Hoffiuann, for example). In short, Lacan 
sketched out, though within psychoanalysis and while retaining the 
Oedipus complex, a "mimetology" fairly comparable to the one that 
Girard, with quite different intentions, will elaborate later. 

This double splitting (or doubling), this t;'quatcrnary" system, Lacan 
said, is consequently what both defines the 't;impasses" of neurosis (but 
also the Ego'S assunlption of its fi.nlction as subject) and makes it pos-
sible to envisage c,(a critique of the entire Oedipal schema."so The 
"mythical quartet" would take ovcr fronl the familial triangle and, at 
least up to a certain point, would undo the schema of object(aJ) libido, 
prohibited desire tor the mother, etc. 

All of this did not fail to lead back, of course, to what Lacan char-
acterized as the c,(sccond great discovery of analysis"; namely the 
"narcissistic relation" "fundamental to the entire imaginary de-
velopment of the human being" as it is connected to what 

49. One might recall, anlong other that in Gro"p fllld fix 
tIS of the FRo (t.1l 6) Freud intrOduces Identlficatioll among the l1on-Iabic..hnal (ante-

"aflcctivc anachmcnts"-which refers one back to [he t."T1tirc prublcmadc (or the 
difficulty) narc:iuism.'" 

«> ""le of the Ncuf{)f1c, or anc..1 Tnlth' III NClIrOl»IS," p. Wo. 
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might be called "the first implicit experience of death."" TI1US it led 
back, as one will have to the mirror stage. 52 

I t is one of the most fundamental and conseitutin experiences of the 
subject that this something inside him which IS alien to him and which is 
called the Ego, that the subj'"'Ct first sec-ii himself in an other, more ad-
vanced and more perfect than he, and that he even sees his Dim mUlge in 
the mirror at a peribd when analytic experience shows him to be inca-
pable of perceiving it as a totality. . . at the same time mat he is himself 
undergoing the original disarray of all effi:ctive motor fimctions that be-
longs to me first six months after birth [emph.tsis added].53 

What was thus via the Freudian imago and the mirror 
stage (the text of 1949 ["Le stade du miroir comme formateur de la 
fonction du }e"], moreover, was fairly clear on this point) was a theory 
of the figure and of ftction-a theory of death as figure, of the double, 
and of the dead double as GestRlt, in the Hegelian and above aU post-
Hegelian sense of the tenn. For the entire analysis ended by organizing 
itself aroWld the conclusion that the "fourth element" ill the quater-
nary structure (and this time a very Hegelian, perfectly dialectical qua-
temity) is nothing other than death: the imagi1zary death (of a subject 
itselfimaginary or specular), whose mediation is constitutive, however, 
of the subject function in general-given that there is no subject, as 
such., that is not alienated, divided., doven. The mediation of this 

element" would also be constitutive, therefore., bringing back 
into vigor the eidetic transcendence of Platonism whose logic Hcideg-
gcr brought forth, 54 of the "giving of meaning" itself, or of what estab-
lishes, in its W1vc:rifiable truth, as Lacan said, "the measure of man." In 
which case, and tlus is indeed what Lacan stated in conclusion, the the-
ory of narcissism is nothing other than the mlth of The Phetwmetl%gy 

u Ibid., p. n. 
4j1. Which should be reread here and saved from the simplificationll to which It has 

bc:cn Sll bjected. especially conu.'t111ng the role of l:mguage (and therefore of the mother) 
in the initial phase of supplying for the deficiencies of prematuration 

SJ. "The Ind1\'ldual Myth of the Neurone. or 'Poetry and Truth' In I')' 33. 
The French text as follO\vs: C'cst une des experiences Ics plus fond:unenmles. les 
plu:. cunstltutl\,c. .. pour Ie sujct que ce quelque chose a.IUI-meme ctranger a de 
lUI qui "'appdle Ie Moi, que Ie sujet se VOlt d'abord un alltre, plus 3v3ncc, plus 

que lui, ct que nxmc II voit sa proprc image dan:. Ic mimlr a UI1C croque all 
I'experlence luouve qu'd mc:apJ.blc de l'apcrcc\'(}1r con'U11C line totahtc ... , alors 
qu'il cst lui-meme dans Ie dbarroi origincl de toutes Ics fOO(.:tions motriccs eRective ... "lui 
cst lciUl SlX prcmlLTs mois aprcs la 11.11ssanc:c." 

H- l"Ssentially, of Nietzsche and Junger, see "Typ()graphy." 
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of Mind. Or, at least, it is alone capable of"accounring for certain facts 
that ntight otherwise remain enigmatic in the Hegelian theory'" since 
"after all, in order for the dialectic of a struggle to the death, a struggle 
of pure prestige, simply to conte about, death cannot be realized, 
otherwise the entire dialectic comes to a halt for want of combatants; 
and it is necessary that in a certain manner death be imagined."55 

In other words (this goes without saying), speculated. 
I recount none of this analysis in order to "criticize" it. Everything 

here is unquestionably right (perfet-rly accurate), also true (on the basis 
of truth considered in its essence), and in any case theoreticlJlly unsur-
passable-even if it ntight evenrually be reworked (by LatCUl himself, 
for example). I pause over this text only because it allows us to inscribe 
in a particularly effective manner the ensemble of problematic cJenlents 
that has occupied us here within the horizon of figurlJl ontology (specular 
and speculative), or, if you wiD, fiaional ontology (Lacan speaks of myth 
in this text, but it comes down strictly to the same thing).1i6 Three rea-
sons for pausing over this text, then: 

l. Because (and this was my immediate pretext) this analysis allows 
us to account for the Reikian mechanisnt or set-up (which it partially 
exploits): the doubly specular, quaternary strucrure-the mirrored 
square from which is engendered, because it frames it, a fiction that is 
entirely of the order of a novel, and that will soon be seen to oscillate 
between auto- and allo-(bio)graphy (a narrative of the life of Mahler 
and a narrative of the inlitation of the life of Mahler, which was previ-
ously an imitation of the life of von Biihlow, etc.). This leads us back to 
something very dose to the "family romance," minus the family, 57 

whose model Freud established, and constitutes in fact the first degree 
of Ufictioning" in The Haunting Melody (or-at this level of analysis, 
there is no difference-in that quasi-love story, Fragment of a Great 
Confession) .!ill 

2. More important, such an analysis defines what is really at stake in 
what Rcik, following Thomas Mann, calls the "autobiographical inl-

"The Individual Myth of the Neuronc, or 'Poetry and Truth' in NeurOSIs," p. 35. 
56. In "The Mirror Stage," Gestalt and fiction are taken up explicitly 

Sec Marthe Robert, Romnn tks ma1llel et ungme lit, rtmI41I (Pans' 1971.). 
58. A love story Ul unitatlon of the an which RClk's first 

wlte: is implicated. TIus cannot be said of Tile Haunting Melod.." which docs not breathe 
a word of the lovc for AJma Mahlcr (passiol1 . .J.[c and dlStant) that Relk bore for a long 
tmlC. (See J. Palaci, "Remembering RCIk." in Le PsydJOloBue mpns, trans Denise Berger 
(Paris: 1976), PP 9-31 
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pulse,"!l9 and which is coupled here with a subtle auto-analytic impulse. 
At least, it defines indirectl,.'Y what is at stake. But this suffices to make it 
possible to locate the inhibition, the double inhibition at work here: 
both theoretical, by and also literary, artistic dreamed 
that [this work) would become a book .. ,").60 Indeed, taking 
form around the question of the status of analysis (is it a science or an 
art?), and organizing itself, as is revealed at the end, in rclation to the 
speculative dialectic, Lacan's analysis allows us to postulate-if we re-
late it openly to Reik, that is, to an analyst, and an analyst himself impli-
cated in the myth" and the narcissistic, imaginary, specular, 
mimetic scenario that he first helped to reveal-that what is at stake in 
Rcik's venture is nothing other than his very position tIS analyst. 

By this I mean not his position within the Vienna Society, or the 
legitimacy of his "lay" status, or even his need for Freud's recognition 
(although there is also this), but rather, at the most acute point of the 
mimetic conflict, his position as subject of the theory of the subject (or as 
subject of psychomlalysis). This means, first of all, the subject, in fUll, of 
the analytic theory itself.-a theory, as we know, that teSted itself, fol-
lowing the circular, self-annulling schema of anticipation, by constitut-
ing itself directly from the "empirical subject," Freud "himself," whose 
theory it established (thus repeating, at least in its initial premises, a 
certain Hegelian reversion from the desire for knowledge to the knowl-
edge of desire, and the circulation, again Hegelian, of at-lto·conception). 
But because psychoanalysis could not, by definition (that is, as a "sci-
ence" of the unconscious), construct itself on the model of Hegelian 
Science (but rather, mutatis mutandis, on the divided, equivocal model 
of a "phenomenology"), it also means the subject, in fuU, of that fic-
tion, that Dichtung from which comes necessarily, though always sub-
ordinated in advance by the theoretical anticipation, the "narrative," or 
the of auto-conception. By figures, or, in Freud, by typings. 

This, finally, is why Reik, at the very intersection of the theoretical 
and the fictive (in their point of internal overlap), becomes involved in 
the theory of auto-graphy as well as that of music (areas abandoned by 
Freud), and at the same time "fictions," in a novelistic or autobiographi-
cal manner, a book that is to be a "great book." This in the sense that 
Freud, as Reik is the first to recognize, and thus envy, is a "great 

w Frrrgmmt. p. 
60. ThiS IS not to be so clearly found elsewhere, especially not in Fmgment (where, 

It 15 true, muSlC docs not come Into question). 
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writcr,"61 comparable to the greatest (Sophocles, Shakespeare, etc.), of 
whonl Freud himself was jealous even as he recognized his debts. 
moreover, never fails to recall this last point, superimposing always on 
Freud (in Fragment, but also in The H rmnting Melody) the rutclary fig-
ure of the "great Goethe." 

3. Finally because Lacan's analysis takes into account (but it is neces-
sary to continue to "double" the analysis, rcintroduce Reik, and fiU this 
lacuna) the subject of the theory of the subject in its jicti(m, in the fig-
ural problematic lJilJuratique] through which every theory of the sub-
ject passes, as in the fiction where, by a repercussion, the subject of that 
theory himself cannot avoid becoming implicated (directly or indi-
rectly, as in the case of Freud and Moses). 62 It takes into accowlt, if you 
prefer, the text and the texis proper to it; that is to say, not only the 
difference separating the enunciation from the enunciated (or separat-
ing the subject of the one from the subject of the other), but also the 
fundamental dissymmetry of the "quaternary" relation or specular dou-
bling-the dissymmetry whereby, for example (condensing), Reik will 
never be to Freud what Mahler is to Beethoven, because, not being 
Mahler (not being an artist), he has even less chance of being Goethe 
than Freud, to whose theory he submits himself (at play here is all 
the disparity of starus and prestige lying between the theoretical and 
the fictive, science and art). And thus, because it takes into account this 
discord that no speculation can dialectize because it is inscribed in the 
specular relation itself, it is very likely that we are dealing here with a 
loss of the subjea, undermining in advance any constitution, any func-
tional assumption, and any possibility of appropriation or reappro-
priation. This loss of the subject is imperceptible, however, and not 
because it is equivalent to a secret failing or hidden lack, but because it 
is strictly indissociable from, and doubles, the process of constitution 
or appropriation. For this reason, I have already proposed to speak of 
(de)constirution.6 ' But this is makeshift. What should be noted here, 
with and against Lacan, and going back from Lacan to Rcik, is that 
there is a constant though muffled breakdown of the imaginary, of the 

61 See! 3l1\OI1g other texts, From Tbtrty Tem'1 ""tll FrtUJI. p 9. 
62. Takmg mto aC:t."Ount, in Lacan's the reo-cat of [he mythical itself Within the: 

thcory of myth and cOlucquentl)· also the kllld of separatl(')n. in whu.:h JII 
narc.:issisric reassurance \'.1dllato. bctWCl'l the deSire for knowledge: and dle "will to 
gCnllLIl"-what i.acan, who rcfcrll only to the Reikian analySL-; ()f the! "case of Goethe," 
and who givcs no rctercllcc ro it.'i mil1k.1:ico-.1.utobiographkal frame, could not do. 

63. T rctcr here to .. 1,'Oblircranon .... 
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resources of the imaginary. The imaginary destroys at least as Illuch as 
it helps to construct. More precisely, it c?ntinually alters what it con-
structs. This explains, perhaps, why the subjcct in the mirror is first of 
all a subject in "desistance" (and why, tor example, it wiD never recover 
from tbe mortal insufficiency to which, according to Lacan, its pre-
maruration has condemned it). It explains aLc;o the delay, the inhibi-
tion, the apres-co,,,p effects, the deterioration-in short, everything 
belonging to the deadly repetition that is at work in more than just the 
so-called obsessional neurosis. We are dealing here not with a pure 
rupture of the econonlic in general, but with the slow erosion of ap-
propriation. Undoubtedly death must be "imagined" for the dialectic 
of recognition to be able to function. But the dialectic of recognition 
itself does not perhaps function so well, not only because every subject 
is on its way to death ["en passe" de nwurir], or even because it is irre-
mediably separated from itself (as but simply because it 
comes to itself only in losing itself. 

The conscquence (though at the limit of the theorizable) : 
the figure is never one. Not only is it the Other, but there is no unity or 
stability of the figural; the imago has no fixity or proper being. There is 
no "propcr image" with which to identify totally, no essence of the 
mlaginary. What Reik invites us to think, in other words, is that the 
subject "desists" because it must always confront at leRSt two figures 
(or one figure that is at least double), and that its only chance of "grasp-
ing itself" lies in introducing itself and oscillating between figure and 
figurc (between dlC artist and the scientist, between Mahler and Abra-
ham, between Freud and Freud). And this perhaps accounts for the 
logic of the double bind, the "double constraint," at least as it is bor-
rowed from Gregory Bateson in Girard's minlctology. 

Everything seems to point to the fact that this destabilizing division 
of the figural (which muddles, certainly, the distinction between the 
illlaginary and the symbolic, and broaches at the sanle rime the ncga-
nvlty or absolute alterity of the is prccisely what is involved in 
the obsession .. " connecting it, as a result, with the autobio-
graphical compulsion itselt: 

Agony 
AGONI£, 1580 in its modem meaning ru. ID the expression "death 
agony"; formerly, '''angUish of the soul," Xlve (Orc.-;mc, sometimes under the 
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form a(n)goine), from which the modern meaning is derived. Borrowed 
from ecd. Lat. agtmia., "anguish" (from the Greek agonia, prop. "struggle," 
whence "agitation, anguish"). 
-Bloch and Dicti01maire ctymolog1que de la /a''lItle [mnraae 

We must start again, here, from Reik's theoretical failure, or rather 
from his theoretical quagmire, since "inhibition" certainly has some-
thing to do with it. 

Why does he get bogged down? 
We know now that it is due to Rcik's inability, in the proceedings of 

mimetic rivalry, in the agon with (Abraham) Freud, to strike down the 
idol, either by regaining strength on his own terrain (that of auto-
analysis, along with everything that goc-s with it) or by winning ground 
where his competence is lacking (in music).64 

In both cases, the theoretical floundering-which is in part the same 
thing, though only in part, as his pure and simple submission to Freud-
ian theory-is coupled, as is logical, with a renunciation. Here, be-
tween submission and renunciation, the plot begins to take shape; all 
the more so as renunciation coincides in this case with the failure and 
blockage of auto-analysis. 

The first theoretical renunciation affects the problematic of autobi-
ography. Everything happens very quickly: the theoretical movement 
is hardly sketched out before it aborts. Freud, and the overwhelming 
theoretical constraint he represents, is not without a role here. 

Once again, the episode is linked to the immediate consequences of 
the eulogy for Abraham presented to the Viennese Psychoanalytic S0-
ciety. Rcik, it will be remembered, had accompanied Freud to his home, 
which had given him the time to hear from Freud's own lips a judg-
mellt of his funeral eulogy. Reik continues his narrative as follows: 

The conversation With Freud remained in my memory because it touched 
a subject which had preoccupied my thoughts in dle last weeks befOre I 
\Vent on Christmas vacation. I planned then to write a paper on the pri-
mal fonn of autobiography and the motives that made men write the 
story of their lives. I had sttldied the history of autobiography as far as I 
could gather material [a compulsive gesture that is frequent in Reik-for 

64. Relk is perfectly aware of what IS at stake an the book For "As Silly as J[ 

flOW sounds, I ha\'C grotesquely exaggerated the lIuportance and signifkancc of 
[hat study an my and must have atttibutec.t a singular placc to it in analytic 
hterature" (MekJd;v. p.370). 
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he had read nil of Goethe I in 1,n.'SCnranons of ancient 
and followed its traces until they indiscernible 10 prehistoric times. 
[There dlen follows a short treatise on autobiographY.l 

The first autobiographies were not written, but chiseled Into stone. 
They arc to be found in dle tombs of the Babylonian-Assyrian and Egyp-
tiall and can be traced back as tar as about 3000 B.C. We have 
autobiogrnphlcal documents of this kmd from old Egypt about great per-
sonalities of the court. They have typical featllrcs an common and appear 
as self-glorifications of achievements, documents of 
The cr.l\'il1g for fame and a desire to live ill the memory of postenty be-
come clear later on. In the inscriptions on tombs, dle wish is expressed 
"to bring one's name to eternal memory in the mouth of the 
Thus, the stones really speak (saxa Ioqt,u1Jtur) and become monuments 
for the dead. 1l1e desire to be admired and loved seems to reach beyond 
one's lite. There must be other motives of an unconscious kind that 
pcUed men to write for IDstance self-jusnfication, relief 
from unconscious guilt feeling and Odltts. Such motives reveal 

an Rousseau's Confessions, in John Henry Newman's Apologia pro 
V,ta Sua and in modern autobiographies. 

Walking home from the meeting, the conversation with Freud echoed 
in me and led me back to the subject of the beginnings of autobiography 
which were originally conceived with the thoughts of one's death and 
were written, so to speak, from dle point of viLw of one's own memory 
with Stlb specie mortu. The desire to live in thc memory of later 
gc:nerations, as it is cxprc:sscd in the tombs of ancient Egypt, have 
led. to the thought of the weighing of the souls in Egyptian religion. The 
Judgment Day in Christian eschatology and similar ideas are expressions 
of a unconscious guilt feeling and make men terrified that 
they will be punished in the beyond. In some artists this guilt feel-
1Ilg concerns their works: they .Ire afraid they have not accomplished 
em>ugh.t''i (Melody, pp.136-2.J7) 

I have citcd this piece-this "genealogy" of autobiography-almost 
ill itli clltirety so that onc may fully grasp the movement that carries 
(and paralyzes) it: namely, the way in which a certain breakthrough, 
however enlhryonic, is suddenly arrested and brought back (by way of 
the themes of a feeling of guilt or the desire for glory and eternity) to 
the nlost classical thcoretical schenla, that of narcissism. 

It quite visible. Examining what he thinks is thc archaic, primitive 

11Jt Comp,,/sum to COlrJ'os. ";", and In particular 1')'.306-308, where the 
a.\suagcmcnt of guilr by confession is rela.[ed [0 [raged\' and to ArIStotelian 
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history of autobiography, Reik encounters, in the incision or inscription 
of the type (in a certain typography), nothing other than the prehistory 
of fiction, the prehistory of nlodcling and of the plastic cOllstinltion of 
the subjcct (and II fortiuri, beyond what he knows or nleans to say, the 
prehistory of spccular or narcissistic recognition). What he encounters 
is thus what he relates elsewhere, having read Nietzsche and not hiding 
the fact, to style (or to the Utypical," the "characteristic")-quite aware 
that the whole problematic of rhe double and of repetition must be 
subordinated to it. I am thinking ill particular of the nwncrous pages 
in Fragment of II Great Confession where Rcik sets out an entire doctrine 
(I have alluded to this) of destiny or the "demonic."1'16 But having thus 
touched on the subfoundation of narcissisnl (and thereby of nlimc-
ticism), Reik retreats behind the guilt and obsessional inhibition of the 
artist-consequently behind a Freudian motif--missing, by the sanle 
gcsrure, what might have authorized his speaking of autobiographical 
constraint or compulsion: the necessary re-citation, though futile and 
deluded in its desire for recognition, of an inaccessible prescription. 

It is ahnost as if the theory of inhibition inhibited the theoretical 
breakthrough, that kind of"intcrior deparntre"-out of, but nJithi'lz the 
theoretical-by which Rcik tends to rejoin "empirically," through re-
search and history, the foundation of figurality. This latter is the most 
hidden layer of ontological discourse; in it, trom the Timaeus to Nietz-
sche (passing undoubtedly also through Kantian schemarism), the 
figure of theory decided, precariously, in the theory of the figure. 
Precariously: this is a difficult, uncertain discourse. One in which, well 
before the universal "photology" or the universal "ideology" of philo-
sophical discourse properly speaking, the two nll1:aphorical registers of 

66 See fi'R!fllJmt, pp. J9 and 78-79 (ntodcl.md repetition of the model, 
and Tile Vi'Rro/Waktjicld); p. 100 (moc.tchng. •• ,nd d1C double); p. 211ft: (dcstllly); 
and p 170: shown that throughout life men and WOIUt.'U repeat a certain 
experience ... It IS as if destiny compels them to find themselves 111 d,e same )()clal ()r 
J').'iychic Freud has alS() demonstratec.t that in tht.'SC cases in whith a 'U)'Stco 

rious f.'\tc bnnp about the sante course of evans, in rt.-ality from widun. 
The comr)ulsion of repetition is to a gI"Cat cxtt.'"Ilt ltetcm,int.-d by unconscious tcnltencles 
whkh work upon the person and dlrca aCDOIl.\. It not matter whether those 
at.t'lol'UI ICeld to plea.'iant or unforfUI'atc cxpcrlt.'1'C:t.'S. l11C I:OnlllUlslon of repetition ... -
al\:S "hc...")'ond the ple3'iurc: prmuplc .. Rc.-f(>rc Freud, Nietzsche remarked that a person 
who ha ... 1 charaucr has also .l typk:tl expenence th.1t Oc..t.UI S ag.un and agall1. 
GOc:ri1c ubscn'Cd the 'M'1n1e phenomenoll long bcfi)f"c tlte'iC two grcat psychologi.<;ts It 
sc.·cmc:d rca II), If.t dt."111()n lelt Goethe\ love relations always [t) rhe same ncgarl\'c result 
III ,'cars whkh arc decisi\'e in a life." 
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writing and procreation (if we are still dealing here with tropes or fig-
ures) intersect-everything that nlobilizes the motifs of the type, the 
seal, the imprint, inscription, insemination, the matrix, programma-
rion, etc., and is charged with the task of assuring the schematization 
of through its organization, everything that makes it possible to 
think the engendering of the figure. 

III short, Reik, who is not a metaphysician, carries on what he calls 
"psychology" at the edge of such a discourse-a discourse that he can-
not maintain, however, and that he always covers over with the very 
ideology of the double, the mirror, the model and the figure. 

This is not only why his theory of autobiography is abortive, but 
also why the autobiography itself cannot be written. Or can be written 
only specularly, by an interposed person (or figure), thus tollowing a 
movement at work everywhere in one fonn or another, and that makes 
every autobiography essentially an Rllobiogmphy, the "novel" of an 
other (be it a double). The novel of a dead other, or other dead. Just as 
Montaigne's essays are a tomb for Etienne de La Boetie and draw upon 
the great exemplary dying figures of antiquity (beginning with the 
Socrates of the Phaedo), The Haunting Melody opens with the death of 
Abrahanl and calls up the rival figures of Mahler and Freud. It too is a 
tomb: its initial foml is that of a funeral eulogy. TIlat Reik should 
"know" what is to be thought about the funeral eulogy in general, even 
that Freud should suggest it to him, changes nothing. On the contrary: 
autobiography, the biography of the dead other, is always inscribed in 
an agon-a struggle to the death, and thus also, as Lacan argues, a 
struggle of pure prestige.67 Every autobiography is in its essence the 
narrative of an agony, literally. This is why (among other reasons) it is 
not incorrect to substitute "thanatographical" for "biographical": all 
autobiography, in its monumental form, is rdlothanatography, if not 
beterothlUlatography (if the figure is never just one). Sub specie mortis, as 
Reik says. 

But here the exenlplary dead figure-one of the exemplary dead-is 
an artist, a musiCian. The H at4nting Melody is also nothing other them a 
'''bio''-graphy of Mahler, a Kunstlerroma".6S In other words, it is the 

67 Wlm.h snggesrs-i[ w()uld a[ least be worth a try-that we mlgh[ read The 
l'b'''OHttllology oj'Milld as an "aUtoblogrnph,," of [he A bs()ill[e as Subjc,t 

68 Or simply an analYSIS of'Mahler. As a backdrop to the C1U1rC engagc-
lllen[ with freud, there is obviuusly Freud':. f.lnlOUS of Mahler (in a smgle 
a fren100 nI ) mar RC:lk allkcc..t freud [0 recount to lun1 (See the Jetter from Freud cited III 
TlJe Hatt.nti".!1 Mtlotl.v • ..,.., *l-H) 
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narrative of what is "dead" in Reik, or" more precisely, of what deter-
mines his agony: the obsession with music I La. hanttse de La musilJue). 
Mahler, then, as the naIne of the subject in agony. 

No one will be surprised if we are on the verge of the second theo-
retical floundering. 

Dopo Ie Parole 
Kein MUSlk ist ja nicht auf Erden, 
Die uns'rer ver'gleichen kann werden. 
-Amim and Brentano, 

Des K naben Wuntlerhorn 69 

Here things happen much less quickly, but the renunciation is much 
clearer. 

The narrative recounting this second failure warrants our pausing 
for a moment, if only long enough to understand how it arises from 
the inhibition of the auto-analytic gesnrrc. Reik explains it already at 
the end of the first chapter: 

Psychological intacsts always had a predominant place in my thoughts, 
and it seems that my narrow talent is also restricted to dlis area. 

It certainly did not prove however, in this case l auto-analysis on 
me basis of the episode of a musical reminiscence), because it fai led me in 
me solution of an insignificant minor problem. Looking back now" I am 
able to put my finger on me where my initial and repeated mistake 
in my experiment in thought associations can be fOWld. When you give 
yourself to free associations, when you follow without excludmg any as-

everything that occur'S to it is to keep ill mind 
the tint thought, the point of your' departure into that llnknown area. . . 

[There follows here a discussion of the imperative character of this 
technical nile and ofdle labyrilldline wandering (me metaphor is Reik's) 
to which Reik is condemned for twenty-five years by failing to have held 
on to this Ariadllc's thread. Reik then continues: 1 

The failure of my attempt did not teach me a in this direction; 
on the it led me astray in an even morc general manner. Instead 
of remallling Within the realm of Ulland havillg the port be-
fore my eyes, I went out into the wide sea when I had my way. I tried 

69 "There IS no mu,4iic on earth I That (an be (omparcd It) ollrs ,., 
"TIle CdcsrialLitc" ("Da.4i hinunlischc Leben"), drawn from D($ K7lIrbm W","w-horn, 
by Adllm \'011 Arnim and Clemens Brcm3n<). Th ... ; poem rnakes lip the [ext of me Lied 
wirh which Mahlcr'4i Fourrh Symphony ('olldudc4i 
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to solve the special question of why that chorale had haunted me ill en· 
tcring into research on why a a:rtain melody tollows people, sometimes 
tor hours. Instead of adhering to the p.1rticular problcOl, I attempted to 
find a solution for it in following a general line. For many months I 
concentrated on this subject, read all I could find about it in books and 
articles and gathered material from the analysis of patients and from sclf-
observation. [Always the same obsessional gesturC.l This interest ran be-
side others during the following years. Excerpts from books and articles 
were made, norcs on theories and observations jotted down, and much 
time and energy was wasted on an expedition tOr which 1 was not 

On this wide detour, some of whose stations are marked in 
the foUowing chapters, 1 finally returned to the point of departure, to the 
unconscious meaning of the choralc melody that haunted me between 
Christmas and New Years, 1925, to the experience to which dlis volume 
owes its existence. (Melody, pp.238-239) 

To return to the "unconscious meaning of the chorale melody" and 
to rediscover thereby the "point of departure' come down to the same 
thing. It is, in fact, to submit purely and simply to the Freudian 
programmmg. 

Nonetheless, it is not quite so simple either, and we should examine 
it a bit more closely. 

It is true that Freud, despite his declared incompetency, would seem 
to have said all there is to say about the haunting melody or musical 
reminiscence. Reik, in any case, refers to him constantly. Moreover, 
this is what had determined, however he accounts for it himself, his 
first auto-analytic gesture; that is to say, when he had addressed himself 
first to the text, to the "words" of Klopstock's poem, in order to ac-
count for the tormenting return of Mahler's chorale. 

With one exception, the Freudian theory of musical obsession is 
COnstant: the phenonlcnon is explained always by association, and the 
association itself IS always made with reference to the text (or else to 
the title) of the melody in question.70 This explains why Freud takes all 
his cxamples from the domain of opera or the Lied (or from the oper-
etta and the popular song), or else from so-called programmatic music. 

Of all the citcd by Rcik, or to which he alludes (drawing from 
the Tm"",deutung, ill particular), I retain only one (this one, however, 

70 Or to me author's name, and sometimes also to the an which it IS 
heard-but thl" i .. not specific to musIc. Thill IS nevertheless the "An.ldnc's thread'" of 
Rcik's .1.uro·analySls. the idenrific:lhon of Reik's position at me death of Abrnham With 
that of Mahler at the death of von 8uhlc)w. 
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from the Introduction to Psychoana{YSis). I choose it sinlply because it is 
the one Reik uses to begin a discussion with Freud. Rdk presents it in 
the tolk>wing way: 

There is, as far as my knowk-dge only a single instancc in which the 
phenomenon of the haunting melody is discussed in psychoanalytic 
literature. It IS a passage in Freud's ]"troduaory Leaures. It is there stated 
that melodies which occur to us are conditioned and determined by 
trains of thought that have a right to be heard and that occupy our mind. 
UIt IS easy," says Freud, u to show that the relation to the melody is tied to 
its text or origin, but I have to be caunous not to extend thIS statement 
to really musical people about whom I have no experience." With them, 
he admits, the occurrence of a melody nlight be determined by its musi-
cal content [which, in Freud, itself remains perfectly undetermined]. The 
first case is certainly frequent. Freud mentions the instance of a young 
man who was for some time haunted by Paris' song from La Belle HElene, 
a song which, to be sure, is channing. Analysis turned his attention to 
the fact that a girl Ida competed in his interest with another by the name 
of Helene. This factor was hitherro neglected in the psychological theo-
ries on the subject, namely, the relation to the text of the melody, espe-
Cially the unconscious connection of this text to the interests of the 
individual. Every psychoanalyst can contribute numerous instances that 
prove this unconscious motivation of the haunting melody. 

[There tollows a collection of examples, and Reik then turns again to 
Freud's text with the purpose it. J 

The psy(:hological progress which is marked by the introduction of 
dle unconsciolls factor of thought associations connected with the text is 
so obvious that it makes it almost easier to fonnulate the criticism of the 
theory. Freud himself already anticipates the objet:tion that the emer-
gence of the melody cmnot be determhled only by the tL"Xt of thc tune; 
to the example he quotes, he adds the remark that the Paris song is really 
charming-a hint of its esthetic quality. Freud admits, too, that for really 
musical people the content of tune might be of great significance. It 
SCL"mS to me dlat Freud's theory emphasizes one-t;idedl}' the detcnnining 
role of the n.-xt. The melody itself must be of a mLlch higher significance 
than Freud assumed. The esthetic quality of the musical content need 
not even be very valuable. Did we not hear from H. Schneider, a profes-
sional musician and piano teacher, that he was haunted by a banal, cer-
tainly not wonderful tune, Pony Boy? And how oftell do you and I find 
that we calmot get rid of a nIne of very quc:stiollable or dearly poor 
quality, a vulgar waltz or march! ... A tunc had no words, it was onc of 
the Liedel' olme WOI'te and you did not apprcclate its mUSical value highly, 
but it perhaps haUilted you f<)r a whole day. (Melod:'!. pp. 
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In other words, the hcmlcneutic procedure based on the texnlal (or 
verbal) reduction of the acoustic and the musical is insufficient. And as 
we see, Reik insists on this all the more in that Freud hinlSeif had 
voiced such a suspicion. For this reason" moreover, the discussion is cut 
short., even though Reik is pertea:ly aware that this is where the real 
problem begins to present itself. 

But again., let us not be hasty. 
Previously (before evoking this text), Reik had alluded briefly to an-

other text by Freud, this one from the Psychopathology of Everyday Life. 
Here is the opening of the second chapter of The Haunting Melody: 

As I have pointc.-d out earlier in this book., the phenomenon that we are 
sometimes persecuted by a certain melody cannot be clearly and cleanly 
separated from the more general one that a certain melody OCc.,us to us 
tn the middle of a train of thought, of a conversation or of our daily 
work. The haunting melody is only different in duration or intensity 
trom the cvcryda}' experience when a tune occurs to us" we do not know 
why. With the exception of an already mentioned very short passage in 
Freud's On the Psychopathology of Everyday Lift, published in 190+, no dis-
cussion is known to me in psychoanalytic literature. (Melotl.'Y, p.14) 

Now this "short passage" is an interesting one for st-veral reasons. 
Let us open to the place indicated by Reik in The Psychopathology of 
EJ1eryday Lift.'· TIle passage in question is a long note near the end of 
Chapter 9 (in an appendix in the German edition) in which Freud ex-
amines the case in everyday life of "symptomatic and accidental acts." 
He devotes a long discussion to the "loss of objects," especially objects 
such as presents and gifts-a loss that attests, as one might guess, to 
the lack of esteem in which the giver is held, but which can also, by 
associative translation, signify a much nlore serious loss (we are not far 
trom mourning). There is also the case of the loss of valuable objects 
and not just "little nothings," a loss that can represent either a re-
pressed idea (a signal, Freud says, "to which we do not lend our ear"), 
or, princ.ipally, that can be the equivalent of a kind of "propitiatory 

... to the obscure powers of destiny presiding over our fate 
and cult still exists among us." With this latter possibility, we 
find ourselves brought back again to the motif of the and 

eventually, to ritual In .lily Celse, we arc on tamiliar 
ground. 

71 'l1lt Psycho/'atho1o..lIY of Lift (on "symptomatic and chance ac:tloJls"'). III 
Stm,dam Editio". vol. 6. pp. 
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It is in this context d,at the note appears. It is limited apparently, to 
a fairly disjointed presentation of a collection of examples (although 
there is much to be said about Freud's technique of using examples). 
Toward the end., however, onc reads: 

Ifone takes the trouble. as lung (1907) and Maeder (1909) have done, to 
note the tunes that he finds hi01sc1fhumming., and oftL"I1 
without noticing he is doing so l which is thus the first stage of the 
haunting melody itself., which is nothmg other, as we just read in 
than the simple amplification of tillS phenomenon 1. he will pretty regu-
larly be able to discover the connL"Ction the words of the song 
and a subject that is occupying his mind. 

TIle subtler determinants. too, of the expression of one's thoughts in 
speaking or writing deserve careful attention. We believe that in general 
we are free to choose what words we shall usc for clothing [einkleiden] 
our thoughts or what image [Bud] for disguising them [PCrkleiden]. 
Closer observation shows that OthLT considerations determine this choice. 
and that behind the form in which the thought is expressed a glimpse 
may be had of a deeper meaning-often one that is not intended. The 
images and turns of phrase to which a person is particularly given are 
rarely without :.ignificancc when one is forming a judgment of him; and 
others often tum out to be allusions to a theme which is being kept in 
the background at the rime, but which has powerfully affected the speaker. 
In the course of some thL'Orerical discussions I heard someone at a par-
tlcular time repeatt.-dly using the expression: "If something suddenly 
shoots through one's hL'ad." I happL"I1I..'Ci to know that he had recently 
received news th.lt a Russian bulk"!: had passed right t1uough the cap that 
his son was wearing on his head. 

As we sec, what resurfaces here is nothing other than the motif of 
style, associated in an apparently inorganic manner with the qucstion of 
musical reminiscence. Of course, it is treated in the classical terms of a 
putting into form or image (trope or figure), and of the veiling or dis-
gtlising of a signified or a "thcme." Nevertheless, the motif is taken up 
in such a way as to concern., as in tile case of Rcik's first associations, 
the lexis itself or the enunciation of a statement [enema] that, as such, 
cannot be enunciated (by the subject). 

Two things appcar with a certain clarity. On the one hand, the symp-
tomatic nature ofthc phenomenon (and consequently its sig",ijiance) lies 
in repetition. But by examining the character of a melody, as 
Freud says, by asking what causes such a melody to "come back" to us, 
is one not inevitably it'd back to some repetitive esscnce of music (and 
not simply in the rcfrain)-led back to what necessarily commits music 
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to recapirulation and variation?72 We will rerurn to this point. What 
also appears., on the other is that the stylistic phenomenon of 
unconscious fl.lJCtition-which is far from being unimportant, as Freud 
notes, when it comes to judging (beurteiletl) someone or gaining access 
to "'the intimate life of his souln-is connected to the fundamental de-
termination of the subject as "ethos" or as character. 

We find here all the variations on the famous expression "'The style 
makes the man." 

There wouJd perhaps be nothing to draw from this textual episode, 
were it not for the fact that we find here (by way of a certain displace-
ment) the path taken by Reik-though he undertakes, as we 
knOW., to challenge the Freudian theory, thus entering, abnost deliber-
ately, into an impasse. 

As will become clear, we shall pass very close to a certain Nietz-
sche-at least the Nietzsche of The Birth of Tragedy. 

In trying to understand how music itself(independently of the text, 
the title, the program, etc.) can signify, and to understand the nantre of 
musical signijiance, Reik will first associate music with mood, senti-
ment, and emotion-in short, with the affcct in general: as "repressed," 
of coursc. 

Shortly before, we remember, Reik spoke of a "tune without words" 
(one of the Lieder ohne Worte), capable, no mattLT how nlcdiocre, of 
haunting one throughout an entire day. He goes on: 

It must be that this tune was the musical expression of a certain mood or 
feeling .. the adequate or congenial presentation of an emotional attitude 
you fclt at the moment. It is not necessary that the person be aware or 
conscious of this panicular emotion., yes, he can even feci consciously in 
a different, even in an opposite mood. A patic.."tlt of mine who broke with 
a sweetheart after a relationship of long duration, and who felt very sad, 
became aware that with the inner ear he heard persistently in the middle 
of his dc..-prcssion a very cheerful march tunc. In his analytic session the 
next day, he had to admit to himsclfrhat he must have fclt that the break-
ing off of the relationship was a Iibc..Tation, as the lifting of an emotional 
burden. freeing him for certain tasks he had had to postpone on account 
ofit. We have thus to consider that unconscious and c.."Vcn repressed cmo--
rions find their manifestations in such emerging melodies. We know that 
M01.art wrote the great E Flat Major Symphony and the Jupiter Sym-

72,. Once again, .1 Nict7schean quorion It is rhe focus of a long dt."monstrntlon at 
rhe beginning ofTIJ& B,rth rfTmged.:y. when Nlcr.t,sc;he for the strophic: fonn of 
the Volks/ltd. 
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phony during one of the most unhappy periods of his lite. Mahler's 
Fourth Symphony was composed in a depressed mood .. while the Sixth 
Symphony., which was called tragic, was writtt."Il when the composer tclt 
"cheerful ...• md flourishing like a greL'I1 bay tn.'C .. » as hIS wife says. The 
fa(tor of [he musical expression of a certain emotion in the tune, which is 
conspicuously neglected in Freud's theory of the haunting melody, 
comes immediately clear in cases in which there is no tcxt for the com· 
position or in which the text is e\'idently not known to the person.74 

pp.247-248) 

In a word, then, music is the expression (or representation) of the 
Stimmung (although Rcik does not exactly say how .. except to resort-
but could one do bcuer?-to the division of minor and Inajor, "un-
happy" and "happy"). The tomlenting nlclody is consequently the 
representation of an unconscious StimmutW. 

There follows an attempted analysis of musical creation .. particularly 
in the Lied, which seems to repeat-in reverse, but with an analogous 
result-the fanlOus description of poetic creation borrowed by Nietz-
sche from Schiller, and to which I have already alluded. We will recall 
how Nietzsche .. in Chapter s of The Birth of Tragedy, draws on Schiller's 
confession "that before the act of creation he did not have before him 
or within hinl any series of images in a causal arrangement, but rather a 
musical mood (Stimmu1f!1)."74 Nietzsche refers to this statement not 
only to prove the anteriority of the Dionysian (let us say, for the sake 
of simplicity, the musical) in relation to the Apollonian-concept, im-
age, figure, etc. He cites it also, as denlonstrated on the subsequent 
page, in order to attenlpt to think the unthinkable passage from chaos 
to figure, from the originary One ("which is pain and contradiction") 
to phenomenality in general-and here the type will intervene. At the 
same time, and on the other hand, it is to show out of what abyss of the 
subjca, out of what impossible originary identification with originary 
suffering is formed (sUb hilda), through the mediation of the example 
(which is to say, for NictzSche, the myth, or, if you will, identification 
in the common scnse of the term), the "subject" in its nloderll defini-
tion-that "illusion." Thus, he writes: 

73. Ct: Swpnse mId the Psyc/Joallll/yst, ch. 2.8' '"The memory l of a melody] c..:m alho be 
c..omplctc:ly What rarely tails to appc.]r me Imprcssion made by the melody. 
Its .1ffecri\'c c..ontent, what the notcs arc trying to say, to exprc..-sJi-and that quite inde· 
pendent of whc..-rhcr I remember the text. or even if I know it at all" (p 2.39). 

7+. The nll·tll tJf 'rmgt'dy, Walter Kaufmann (New York: Random How.e, 
p. +9 
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We may now ... on the basis of our acsth, .. tical metaphysics set forth 
above, explain the Iynst to ourselves in this manner. 

In the first place, as a Dionysian artist he has identified hmlSelf with 
the primdl unity, its pain and contradiction. Assuming that music has 
been correaly tenned a repetition [Wiederhol1eng 1 and a recast [Abguss-
in printing, a "print"] of the world, we may say that he produces the 
copy [AbbiJd] of this primal Wlity as music. Now, howc.."Ver .. under the 
Apollonian dream inspiration, this music reveals itself to him again as a 
Jymbolic [gleichnissllrligJ dremn-unage. The inchoate, intangible reflection 
[Wie.denchein] of the primordial pain ill music, with its redemption in 
mere appearance, now produces a second mirroring as a specific symbol 
or example. The artist has already surrendered his subjectivity in the 
Dionysian process. The image that now shows him his identity with the 
heart of the world is a dream scene that embodies the primordial contra-
diction and primordial pain, together with the primordial pleasure, of 
mere appearance. The "I" of the lyrist therefore sounds from the depth of 
his being: its "subjectivity,'" in the sense of the modern aesrhericians, is a 
fiction. 

Taking things from the side of the musician (not from that of the 
poet), and, of course, mutatis mutandis (that is to say, without the 
onto-typology that Wlderlies Nietzsche's text), Reik proposes a similar 
analysis: 

In the musical creative process, the text of a poem provides, so to speak, a 
stimulus to awaken c..'Illotions or moods that had been there before, wait-
ing for the release of expression. The texts have to fulfill certain nlusical 
requirements, but, more important, they must be able to stimulate, but 
are unable to fully express those emotions. The text has, as some com-
posers say, to be "spacious" or "roomy," not satiated with music. If it is 
not capacious in that sense, the composer has no possibility of exprc..'Ssing 
and expanding himself. Richard Strauss occasionally rc..markcd that some 
of Goethe's poems are so "charged with expression" that the composer 
has '':nothing more to say to it." (Melody, pp.248-Z4-9) 

A Nietzschean, "mclocc:ntric" analysis, opening (though this time in 
a more: strict proximity to Nietzsche) onto nothing other than the phe-
nomenon of musical cathanis-or, to paraphrase Nietzsche's words in 
the last chapters of The Birth ofTrageti.'Y, the discharge of an unbearable 
affect (of an originary pain or suffering) provoked by music. Music 
would provoke such an effect in that it is the first reproduction or repe-
tition., the first immediate mimcme of the originary One (in which case, 
it.'i mode of action, the catharsis it causes, is of a strictly "homeopathic.:" 
nature; in shott, music heals-this is rl1e thenlc of consolation, of the 
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death it evokes). But it would also provoke such an effect, for this same 
reason, inasmuch as it engenders mimetic reduplication (the constiru-
tion, on the order of the visible and the figural, of the individuated, the 
Apollonian, theatricality, etc.); so that the subject can be engulfed in it 
through emotional discharge, but without losing itself irretrievably-
drawing from it, on the contrary., that specifically theatrical and tragic 
form of pleasure that Freud will define as "masochistic."7s To put this 
in other terms, music's catharsis is such that it permits the subject to 
mime the return to the originary One, to the undifferentiated, to chaos 
(even while preserving itself: thanks to the "protective screen" of the 
myth or of the example, which, like the representative scission of repre-
sentation, allows for identification without risk). 

Rcik, of course, does not go this far. 
And yet the enigma of the haunting melody is indeed catharsis, a 

musical catharsis still conceived of in the classical fushion as "liberat-
ing" but whose evocation here, in that it touches indirectly on agony (on 
the relation to Abraham and even to Freud-desired t;'dead") as well as 
masochistic pleasure, produces the fatal effect of renunciation. Still 
pursuing his analysis of musical composition and the relation, in the: 
Lied, between music and text, Reik comes to write the following: 

If we neglect the psychological difference betwt.'Cn the composer and the 
listt.-ner, we dare say that me text must also play a similar role for the 
person who is haunted by a melody. It is an important point of contact 
that reminds the person of a similar inner experience or awakt."s stmilar 
emotions or moods as expressed in the text. But the tune expresses some-
thing else or morc: the immediate lJUality if expmence. It is an "'mOtional 
expresnon much mm-t IfIlequate than words. In the relieving process of sing-
ing the tune, the emottons that move the penon are much mm-e discharged by 
the tune than by the text of a SOI'lI. It is also remarkable that it is very rarely 
that the words of a tunc without the music occur to a person and haunt 
him for a long time. But it is superfluous to enlarge upon this point" 
because the frequent case of our being haunted by a melody that has no 
teXt, by a passage from a symphony, some bars from a violin concerto, 
proves sufficiendy that the text cannot possibly be the only detennming 
factor in the process and that the Freudian explanation cannot be suffi-
cient to Wldcrstand the phenomenon. 

Something not expressed 10 the text or not adequately expressed in it 
manifests itself 10 the melody. When I am singing a melody that haunts 
me .. I am expressing emotions. It has the same meaning as when I am 

I refer here to my essa)' "La sctne est prlnlitive," In Lt StIJet de La phlLosopJJlt, 
pp. 187-2.16 
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laughing, crying, sighing or sobbing. It is the same as tears, sneers or 
cheers. (Melo(v, pp. added) 

This is precisely where Rcik renounces. Taking up again the nar-
rative thread, he will pass on, with Mahler as intennediary, to the auto-
biography, the allobWgraphy. 

It is a despairing renunciation, the product of a narcissistic retreat-
a regression. This is perhaps because Reik has touched upon a phe-
nomenon that, despite the catharsis, begins to exceed and broach the 
subject's economy, and ruin it from within. Laughter and tears, sar-
casm and cheers (Reik speaks elsewhere of the erotic experience),7i'1 all 
those emotions-social or "intersubjective," as they say-in which 
consciousness disappears and the body is in spasms, where there is 
produced a suspension or a fundamental and rending "caesura," all of 
them are perhaps of the order of l'imoi. n Meaning powerleSSllcss: 

But where do we go from here? It would now be necessary to present a 
psychological theory of what comprises me emotional character as well 
as the esthetic value of music, to probe into the mystery of why certain 
sound waves affect us this way and others in that way. It means it would 
be necessary to enter the realm of musical theory, including the science of 
acoustics. At this point, I again become painfully aware of my incompe-
tence. I am as equipped for entering the glacial areas of abstract music 
theory as a pedestrian in a summer suit IS prepared to undertake an expe-
dition to the Nonh Pole. Dissatisfied, even disgusted with myself, I shall 
break off the attempt to find a general solution to the problem of the 
haunting melody. I can only express the hope that a psychoanalyst who 
has extensive knowk-dge in the field of musical and acoustic theory, and a 
wide experience in this area, will pick up the thread at this point and 
bring the problem to a solution. I must admit to myself las always ... ] 
that I have failed again because I have been too ambitious. (Melody, p. 2.50) 

Mimesis and Unhcimlichkeit 
Aristotle, following Plato (Republu:, X, 6(6), and basing his work on his 
cicrico-musical experiments and practices, and not on properly medical ex-
periments and practices, applied to tragc.:dy the idea of a karlJarsu to" 

76. And docs not mISS the opporrunity to recall the anecdote about Amon Bruckner, 
who could not stand hearing Act 1 of TnstlUl and had to take n:fugc in the tOllcts in 
order to masnlrbatc. 

77. A tcnn mcamng "agitation" or "emotion" Lacouc-I.abarthe IS drawmg upon 
the etymology of the tcml.- Ed",», 
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pathematon produced by a vehement discharge-not, as reccndy c1aime<L by 
the calming of dle passions through a "reconciling ending." 
-Erwin Rohde, Psyche 

But what, exactly, has been renounced? 
Let me venture here, by way of hypothesis, this answer: what Reik 

renounces is precisely what could have allowed him to tie together aU 
of the threads upon which he has drawn from the beginning. Not that 
he might n.x1iscover, as he hopes, the Ariadne's thread of auto-analysis 
capable of bringing him out of the theoretical labyrinth and of orient-
ing rum in the "palace of mirrors" of narcissistic rivalry. But it would 
have allowed him to attempt to reconstiulte the enignlatic motif ("the 
figure in the carpet") which has until now been continually Wlravcling, 
a motif in which would be outlined (ifhe could see it), and from which 
he could think together, the question of style or accent (of lexis)., that of 
auto(bio)graphical compulsion, and finally, that of musical catharsis 
("homeopathic" discharge). 

But it happens that in Reik's own text-on one occasion-th<.."Se 
three questions are assembled together. Perhaps without his knowing 
it (though I'm not so sure), and in any case without r<.."Sult. As though 
it were already too late, and as though the theor<..1:ica1 submission to 
Freud prevented Reik from lettit'B go to the point of renoWlcing the 
renWlciation, a renunciation which, despite everything, determines 
his fragile narcissistic recovery in the demand for patental assistance 
(whereby theory, here Oedipus, triumphs twice over). 

This also happens in the second chapter, a few pages after the 
renunciation. 

It is at the moment, of course., when Rcik, following the logical tra-
jectory of the auto-analytic recapitulation, rerurns to Mahler's Second 
Symphony, still trying to understand what it is in the final movement 
(in the chorale) that could have awakened in him such an echo. The 
inv<""Stigation, as we might expect, is meticulous. Reik rurns first to the 
various statements (letters, things confided, interview responses) in 
which Mahler himself explained his intentions. The texts arc contradic-
tory, doubly contradictory. 

In an initial statement, Mahler rejects any subordination to the text: 
"I know that as far as I can shape an inner experience in words, I cer-
tainly would not write any musIc about it. My need to express myself 
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musically and synlphonically starts only where the dark emotions be-
gin, at the door leading to the world,' the world in which things 
are not any more separated by time and place. Just as [ consider it an 
insipidity to invcnt music to a program, I feel it is ullsatisfactory and 
sterile to wish to equip a musical composition with a program" (Mel-
ody, pp. 2S2-253). This first statement, in which the origin of musical 
creation is located in relation to the failure of the: capacity to speak, as a 
substitution for verbalization, is followed by two program tcxts, thcnl-
selves contradictory. 

The exact content of the two programs is uninlportant here. Let 
us say simply that in each case, and following a well-known schenla in 
the musical tradition running from Beethoven to Strauss or evell to 
Schon berg, it is a matter of the life and destiny of a hero (the hero of 
the First Symphony, Mahler says, having already indicated that it was 
the artist himself) whose death, of course, elicits fundamental 
physical" questions. Such as: Why death? What is the meaning of life? 
Is life merely a farce after all? It is not too difficult to recognize under-
neath the pathos of the discourse the style of (obsessional) narcissistic 
questioning. 

But from the formal point of view (and this is where the contradic-
tion comes in), thl.Te is the fact that the Second Symphony is con-
sidered to be a "narrative"-evcn a "biography": these are Mahler's 
terms-and that the biography is already given. It is given first in a 
classical mode of third-person narration: novelistic or "epic" (it is a 
"symphonic story," says Reik). But a second time it is given in a much 
more complex mode. 

In Plato's tenninology, it is a question of what would be called a 
sinlple narrative; haple diegesir, a first-person narrative assumed, as 
such, by its author. (Plato, as we know, defined this as the mode proper 
to the dithyramb; pure of all mimesis, that is to say, of any dramatic 
clement-unlikc, for example, the epic-the dithyramb was taken by 
him to be the only mode eventually tolerable, presuming of course a 
strict supervision of its Contrary, though, to what one might 
have dloUght, this shift to the sinlple narrative, this change in the for-
nlal set-up, docs not at all indicate a sliding from biography to auto-
biography. Rather, it signals, taking account of the introduction of a 
minlctic and specular clement, a sliding toward allobiogrnphy-thc vcry 
set-up of Rcik's own book. ThiS, however, Rcik docs not noticc. 

Here IS how he describes it-I cite the page in its entirety: 
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In thc..'Se three months l separating the two versions of the program] the 
character of this concc..-pt has changc..-d. It is no longer a presentation of 
the hero's life, but its mirroring in the mind of a survivor, a relative Or 
friend who returns from the grave, recalls the story of the deceased's life 
and is by his recoUecrions Ic..>d to metaphYSlcal questions in his thoughts: 
Why did you live? Why did you suffer? What is the sense of life? Ques-
tions to which an answer is given in the last movement. In other words, 
the original concept is now put into another frame. It is as if one's own 
life and emotions were lookc..'<.i at by an .. clOd tIus onlooker tics 
metaphysical reflections to a revic..-w of this other life. TIle difference in 
the techmque of presentation becomes transparent by a comparison from 
the literary field, tor instance betwc..-cn a novel in the "I'" fonn md an-
other in which, as in many stories of Somerset Maugham, the storyteller 
mc..>ets an old friend after many years and this man tells him about an ex-
perience he has had in the meantime. The "I" fonn of the presentation is 
kept, but me storyteller, the I, is only a recorder or observer. Although 
he sometimes speaks of his own opinions or emotions, he remains an 
episodic figure, while the often unheroic hero experiences a tragic, comic 
or tragi-comical destiny. It is psychologically recognizable that this I, this 
recorder, tells either a PlISt experimu of his at JI,hieb he nOli' looks from a 
b,rd's-eye vie11', or prtse1as a potentiality cf his OMl D,hich never aa.,ally be-
came a ,-eRlity In his lift. 

The psychological advantages of this technique of presentation-not 
to mention the artlStic ones-arc that it allows the stOryteller a detach-
ment from, and sometimes a kind of emotional aloofness toward, 
his own experience of a past potentiality of his destiny. The person of the 
writer appears, thus, pyschologically split into two figures, the I, the story-
teller, and the Me. me acting or suffering character. One can assume mat 
this tc.."Chnique of presentation is appropriate to the seIt:'observing or in-
trospective side of the writer. (McltJd."I, pp. 2.S4-2.5S; emphasis added) 

This is all quite dear and should require no conmlentary. The "musi-
cal scene," as it were, remains still the same: the funeral ceremony (that 
is, more the scene of agony). But we sec now the reason for it: 
the death of the other (the hero, the rival) is always at bottom my own 
death. The schema is that of identification along with everything this 
entails-the death wish and narcissistic intoxication and the feel-
ing of failure, etc. Mahler at von Buhlow's funeral, Reik in his Austrian 

the evening he learns of Abraham's death. This is why the music 
laments-music in general laments, be it "joyous," "light," "pleasant" 
(illverting the lamentation into an exaltation of my immortality). What 
it lanlcnts is always my own death (unpresentablc as such, said Freud: 
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its very inevitability is refused by the unconscious, and the Ego must 
learn of it through the intermediaries of figure and scene).7B What 
touches or moves me in music, then, is my own mourning. 

For this reason, what appears here in the description of a situation 
of indin .. "Ct narration (which, in addition to the novels of Somerset 
Maugham, characterizes, for example, Thomas Mann's Doktor Faustus), 
and in the disguised autobiography and the specularization of writing 
in the first person, is nothing other thall the mimetic dement, the same 
that is found, whatever Plato might say or want to think of it, in the 
"simple narrative," the haple diegesis. There is no writing, or even any 
discourse, that is simply in the first person-ever. Because every enun-
ciation is abyssal. And because I cannot say my dying-even less my 
being already dead. If all autobiography is an autothanatography, auto-
biography as such is, rigorously speaking, impossible. 

Reik, in his way, demonstrates this flawlessly. But there is more. 
For in this first program (reversing the course followed by Plato and 

moving from lexis to logos), the second and third movements, tollowing 
the first, which "recounts" the funeral ceremony in honor of the hero, 
are conceived of as "interludes" recalling the life of the hero-the sec-
ond concerned particularly with the "memory of happy times." Now, it 
is pree isely this programmatic description that Reik chooses to cite in 
extenso. The narrator or witness continues to recowlt, but this time the 
scene takes on (is this such a surprise?) an utlheimlich quality. 

It happened that you were at the burial of a person dear to you and then 
on the way back suddenly me image of an hour of happiness, long 

emerged. This image has an effect similar to a ray of sun: you can 
almost forget what just happened. Whl.'I1 thl.'I1 the daydreamer awakens 
from his fantasy and returns to life:, it may be that the unceasingly mov-
ing, never understandable busde of life becomes as ghasdy as the moving 
of dancmg figures in an illuminated dance hall into which you look from 
the dark night, from so far away that you cannot hear the music. The 
nlrning and moving of the couples appears then to be senseless, as the 
rhythm clue: is missing. (Me1od." p. 2B) 

The scene, of course, is not so happy as it promised to be at its out-
set. It is indeed a scene of "resurrection," in continuity with the first 
11l0vcnlent: awaken; you rerum to life." In other words, a scene 

78 S'gmulld Freud, "Thought.., tor the Times on War and Death," St(mdtJrd Ed#UmJ 

vol. ' ... pp.273-JOO. 
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of torgc..1:ting. As Freud would no one ultinlatcly believes in his 
own death. The same logic is still at work here. This is why the scene 
veers toward the U,lheimliche. 79 It veers in this manner toward the U,,-
heimliche, into this estrangement of the by way of the "musi-
cal" mise-en-ahyme (if this is which is itsclfvery stra,we in 
that music itself is given the role of awakening the awareness of its own 
absence and of the impossibility of perceiving it. It happens not so 
much because the sounds themselves are nlissing, but because of the 
lack of rbythm: "the rhythnl clue is missing." The lack of a rhythm that 
is heflT'd renders the distantly perceived scene of the ball "phantomlike" 
and "senscless"-fantastic-and creates the malaise., the feeling of a 
distancing of what is close, the quality of "between lit'C and death,n and 
the appearance of automatic panic that are perfectly recogllizable and 
typical. 

Rhythm, then, is heard. It is not seen-directly from the movements 
of the dance, for example, from the repetition and regularity of its fig-
urcs. On the contrary, without rhythm, the dance (it is a waltz) hc:comes 
disorganized and disfigured. In other words, rhythm, of a specifically 
musical (acoustic) essence here, is prior to the figure or the visible 
schema whose appearance, as such-its very possibility of being per-
ceived-it conditions. This is why its lack throws off (scopic) percep-
tion, and estrml!Jes, defamiliarizcs, disturbs tlle familiar, the visible, the 
phenomenal, properly speaking. What is missing, Plato would have 
said, is an idea. For what is missing is quite simply a "participation" 
(categorization, schematization): in this case the repetititm or tenlpoml 
(not topological or spatial) constraint that acts as a means of diver-
sification by which the real might be recognized, established, and dis-
posed. Or more precisely, since in this case we have to do with a dance 
in which the movements and figures are themselves performed it, imi-
tatWt' of an (inaudible) music and since rhythm is consequently the fig-
ure, esse"titdly the figure (which itself is perhaps not essentially of the 
order of the visible), what is missing is the repetition on the basis of 
which the repetititm of the dance (the dance as repetition, imitation, and 
within it, the repetition offigures) might appear. Missing is the repeti-
tion from which the division nlight be made between the mimetic and 
the non-mimetic: a division hctween the recognizable and the non-
recognizable, the familiar and the the real and the the 
sensible and tlle mad-life and fiction. 

79. Sec, III freud's C. .... "The Unc.l1l1lf' (.Wandard Edmoll. \'01. 17), t."Vcrytlung re-
lated to the of death and the omnipott.-ncc of thoughts (pp 2.42 and 247). 
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The absence of ill other words, is equivalent to the infinitely 
paradoxical appearance of the mimetic itself: the indifferentiable as such, 
the imperceptible par excellence. TIle absence of that on the basis of 
which there is imitation, the absence of the imitated or the repeated 
(music, which in its very principle is itselfrepctition) reveals what is by 
definition Wlrevealable-imitation or repetition. In general, nothing 
could appear, arise, be revealed, "occur," were it not for repetition. The 
absence of repetition, by consequence, reveals only the unrevealable, 
gives rise only to the improbable, and throws off the perceived and 
wen-known. Nothi1't1 occurs: in effect, the Utlheimliche80-the most 
uncanny and most unsettling prodigy. For in its undecidability, the 
Unheimlithe has to do not only with castration (this also can be read in 
Freud), the return of the repressed or infantile anxiety; it is also that 
which causes the most basic narcissistic assurance (the obsessional "I 
am not dead" or will survive") to vacillate, in that the differentiation 
between the imaginary and the real, the fictive and the non-fictive, 
comes to be effaced (and mimesis, consequently, "surfaces"). Without 
the beneficial doubling (or because, according to Freud, of the change 
in "algebraic sign" the double undergoes in the development of the 
Ego),B1 the immediate certitude of "primary narcissism," its confused, 
blind, ante-specular recognition, is shaken. 

In which case, rhythm would also be the condition of possibility for 
the subject. 

But let us not go too quickly; let us remain a bit longer in the vicinity 
of the Second Symphony. 

Although we had reason to anticipate this point, we will understand 
bettc..-r now why dle section following the utlheimlich movement (the 
waltz) in Mahler's program, after a prayer for redenlption given to a 
solo voice-the passage from lamenting to imploring-is a "vision" 
(Mahler's tenn) of deliverance and unanimous resurrection snatched 
from the terror of the Last Judgment: the famolls chorale based on the 
poem by Klopstock, "Autcrsteh'n." The return to music, to the song 
(properly speaking, to the cantidc)-thc chorale, let us not forget, is 
here in the position of a citation, referring back to Bach and to the 

80 I neludang the: !>cnsc HCldeggcr gives to it 111, for c.xanlplc, "What Is 
I<.:S?" 10 W{IJmarkm. III Hddc:ggcr, Gan11ltamgabe. "01. 9 (frankfurt. Klostermann. 
1976), trans. Da"id Farrell Krell in Mart;" Htid{I{IJer. Basic W';til(.IJS (Nc\\I York: Harper 
and Row, lvn). 

81. "The Uncanny," PI'. ... -2l6. 
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death of von Biihlow-at last provokes the cathartic discharge. It is not 
at all by chance that we have to do here with a chorale: think of 
Nietzsche and his admiration for the Lutheran chorale, where the pres-
ence of the Dionysian, he leaves its mark in German music. It is 
the healing dithyramb: the music capable of relieving, calming, even 
sublimating "terror and pity"-the obsession with death. Capable also 
of healing the ill it provokes, the emo; (which can be heard, with the 
third ear, as i-moi: the caesura of the subject).82 

Rhythm, Type, Character 
Rhythm is the Idea of Music. 
-Friedrich von Schlegel, Ideas 

Rhythm is the delay. 
-Pablo Casals 

Reik "knows," then, that there is a point where the three questions 
(of Ie xis, of autobiography, and of musical catharsis), are acrually con-
nected. In empirical tenns, it is the Second Symphony, whose recollec-
tion supposedly launched the entire autobiographical enterprise-the 
symphony of which Mahler said, "1 don't I am composed." 
In theoretical tenns, if you will, it is the question of rhythm. This latter 
is something pre-specular (or even pre-figural), and consequently diffi-
cult of access, but it should be possible to understand what links it to 
catacoustic repercussion, to resonance or to echo, and to reverberation, 
if only because it is ddinable only on the basis of repetition (the spac-
ing and the division in the Same, the repeated difference-from-itself of 
the Same).83 

b See Nietzsche, The Btnh ofTfRlJedy; also Erwin Rohde, Psyche: TIJe Cult DfSouls 
and Belief III I""nDrttrl,ty IIInm'D the Greeks, trans. W. B. Hillis (Ncw York: Harcourt, 
Brace, 192.5): in particular everythmg related to the Greek maenads and corybants as 
these tOpiCS are echoed In Plato and Euripides and the "homeopathic" 
above all by wind instruments (:lulos)-of "mania," posseSSIon, and sacred orgiastic 
frenzy, In ells. 8 and 9. Sec also H J(:anmaire, Dumysos (Paris Payor, pp lodf'. As 
regards the "srylisric" anai}'sis of Mahler's symphollies, and how they might be (om-
pared With other h[crary and philosophical fornlS. one should read Thcodor Adorno's 
Mahler, esp. dlS. 1-4. 

83. One may consult on rllls POint Didier An7.JCU, "L'cnvcloppc sonorc du Sol," 
Nouvelle revue de psycJJllllluyse Il (Spring 1976) In Anzieu's definition of a kind of "a COLIS' 
tic" narciSSism, howcver, then: occurs a constant sliding from the: acoustiC to dlC lin-
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But why does Reik, who "knows," want to know nothing about it? 
Why does he not even pick up this mention of rhytlun in Mahler's 
statements? Why does he go almost to the point of refusing explicitly 
to make the connection between the three questions which arc never-
theless quite present in his own text? 

An immediate and plausible answer: because this would be to tam-
per with a certain foundation of analytic theory. 

A less immediate and less certain answer: because rhythm, holding 
the very frontier of the theoretical domain, escapes any effective grasp. 

As to the first answer, I'm obviously thinking of renunciation---of the 
repetition of renunciation in Reik. For it is a fact that there is no lack of 
texts, either on "analytic technique'" (Surprise Ittlll the PsychOlUlalyst, Lis-
tetlit'B with the Third Etu) or of a more properly theoretical nature (the 
essay on the shofar) in which the question of rhytlun returns and runs 
through Reik's concerns. This does not mean that one can find in Reik 
a doctrine of rhythm. The position of the concept, however, is always 
revealing, and this is what becomes important. I'll take two examples. 
If we don't wander, they should lead us to the essential. 

The first example is an entire chapter of Surprise and the Psycho-
analyst.84 Rcik raises here the delicate problem in analysis of knowing 

to tell the interpretation to the and seeks the solution in 
Freud ("Die Frage der Laienanalysc"). The answer is lapidary: "That is 
a question of tact, which may become much subtJer through experi-
encc."BS Then, in strict continuity with a line of inquiry with which we 
have already dealt (for example, in regard to "repeated reRections")., 
and which involves "inter-unconscious" communication, there follows 
a long justification of the Freudian solution organized around the 
theme of "the relation between tact, measure and time." As might have 
been expected, the example of music is first called up in order to make 
us "hear" what is involved: 

Those who still object to this association of tact and time or find it un-
convincing, need only think of music. It can hardly be denied that there 
is the closest connection between music and time, indeed, that the very 

of music can be derived from a function of time. And is not mu-

gulstlC (to the verbal). precisely thOSC' essential aspects of the classical diVisions 
(double articulation. for example) are maIntained that might be challenged by the con-
sideration of musical sia"ijill"" 

8+. Taken up agam In part in I.iste1ll1l,!l 111Ith tIlt ThIrd Ear, c:h 2.8 
8S. SurprISe lind tile PJychoa,"J,,"ISt, p ll7. 
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sic, of aU the arts, the most difficult to grasp intellectually? ... We re-
member at the right moment that the notion of tact belongs to two 
fields, the musical and the social, and that in all probability it has re-
tained something of its temporal ch.tr3cter even in the second derivative 
meaning.1I6 

This linking of the social to the musical by a shift from cadence to 
"tact" (in itself not without interest) is what then permits Reik to come 
to rhythm. I will leave aside the details of a demonstration that takes its 
departure, as should be noted, from a description of the psycho-
pathology of the "lack of tact" (we are here precisely on the "social" 
terrain in which the question of style was once debated), and will go 
immediately to the portion of the text where the essential is estab-
lished: namely, the definition of what Reik calls "pt.Tsonal rhythm." On 
the basis of this determination, tact can be defined a bit later as social 
adaptation, the bringing into confonnity of different and heterogene-
ous rhythms. Before that, however, comes sexual life, a certain "music" 
in sexual relations: 

In music, it is a matter of course that questions of "tact" are treated from 
the standpoint of time. For Takt means rime as counted and consolidated 
in units. The transference of this metrical tenn from music to social life 
shows that here, too, temporal factors come into play. And here, more-
over, sexual life may claim to have typical significance. The society of two 
may be taken to rl.1'rcscnt society in general. The temporal factor, as seen 
in the seasonable beginning and ending of the sexual prelude and in the 
final ecstasy, is decisive in character. A poet has spoken of the ideal of 
love as "two hearts and one beat." Even those who are accustomed to 
regard sexual attraction as a matter of instinct, in accordance with its 
dominant element, cannot escape the conviction that happy love is 
largely dependent upon the temporal concordance of the individual 
rhythm of two human beings.v 

To each individual or subject, then, there corresponds a rhythm, and 
one can consider social life as a whole, at least on the level of the 
affective and pulsional, as governed fundamentally-and more or less 
regulated, between cohesion and discord-by a general rhythmics. 
Rcik emphasizes in the latter, calling upon biology and all the well-
known phl!nomena of periodicity and alternance (waking/sleeping, ac-
tivity/fatigue, etc.), S8 its primitive, archaic, primary character-going 

86. Ibid., pp. ll+-IlS. 
87 Ibid .• p. 119. 
88. Evctt mobilizing. In thc background, ;1 l'hYSIC:s ;1nd ;1 wsmology (seasonal 
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so far as to suppose a state of pure and simple rhythmic undifferentia-
tion at the origin of human devclopnlent (which would be identified 
with the achievement of a complex arrhythmic state). Consequently-
and this is what interests Reik-the pulsional process subject to this 
rhythmic a1temance remains infra-limillary, and thus only unconscious 
empathy is able to grasp it. 

But as we see, this long paraphrase of "in the beginning was 
rhythm,"89 oscillating as it does between tact (the question of rhythmic 
agreement or eurytluny) and the general rhytlunicity of the pulsional-
and oriented by an exclusive consideration of metrics and the temporal 
factor-does not, rigorously speaking, reach that point where the sub-
ject "itself" (if such a thing exists) may be subsumed or thought under 
the category of rhytlun. 

For the limits, certain (internal) limits of Freudian theory-the clo-
sure demarcated by Beyond the PleRSure Principle among others90-

would thereby be Or, to put things in another way (even if 
this should be a bit surprising near the end of this long path)] it would 
probably be necessary to dissociate as much as possible the question of 
rhythm from any musical problematic. This is, once again, from a 
problematic that is exclusively one of temporal repetition, energetic aI-
temance, pulsation and interruption, cadence and measure. It would 
be necessary to be, as it were, more of a "theoretician"-not in order 
simply to rerum, without further ceremony, to the eidetic, the specular, 
(.1:C., but rather in order to attempt to understand how rhythm estab-
lishes the break between the visible and the audible, the temporal and 
the spatial (but also the inscribed and the fictive), thus resisting the 
hold of such partitions and bearing a relation rather to archi-itr'iture in 
the Derridean sense of the term. 

We know., since Jaeger's remarks in Paideia,91 and, above all., Ben-
veniste's article, republished in Problems in General Linguistics,91 that 
rhuthmos or rlJHSmOS (which never derived from rheo) means originally, 
according to the testimony of the and to Archilochus and 

and movements. flux and reflux, etc )-m short. an cntm! "general 
fimndcd, in 3 Freudian 111anner, lIpon the regulated dualism of torces. 

89. Ibid., p. fomlliia IS von Buhlow's. 
90. Sec ch. on the rhythm or tile dnvcs ofhfc and death. (See also, on the rhythm 

of sexual driVes, Freud's TJnet: Essa:vs.) 
91. W. Jaeger, PaidtUl, mns Gilbert Highet (New York.: Oxfont, 
92. "La notion de 'rvrhme' dans son c'(pression lmguistique," in 1',TJble",es de 1111-

D"utUgh,tmie. vol. I (Paris: Galhmant, 1966), pp. 
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Aristotle commenting on Democrirus in the Metaphysics (98S, b4), 
skhema: form or figure, schema. In the "materialist" tradition in par-
ticular, rhuthmDs is understood in this fashion as one of the relevant 
traits of the general differentiation of what is, together with diathige 
("contact," which is, according to Aristotle, order: taxis) and trope 
(which Aristotle understands in relation to position or thesis). This dif-
ferentiation or distinction is illustrated (but do we still have to do here 
with an illustration?) with the letters of the alphabet. & Benveniste 
says with regard to an example drawn from Herodotus, is not by 
chance that Herodorus uses rhuthmos for the 'form' of the letters at ap-
proximately the same time that Leucippus . . . defines this word with 
precisely the same example. This is the proof that a still more ancient 
tradition exists that applied rhuthmos to the configuration of the signs 
of writing." 113 Nor, one might add, is it by chance that Georgiades, 
as Heidegger reminds us ill the 1966 seminar on Heraclirus,94 chooses 
to translate rhusmos by Gepriige: imprint, but also seal or type. The 
character. 

So we arc back on familiar ground-in the vicinity, at least, of the 
question of style, incision, and pre-inscription (even of imprint and 
impression); a question on the basis of which it seemed to me possible, 
passing through Reik, to circumscribe the problematic of the subject 
and writing, of auto-graphy-drawing, in this way, upon resources 
that are prior to those offered throughout the tradition by the specular 
or figural grasp. Moreover, as Benveniste notes, from the type to the 
figure (or, as in Plato, to the image in the mirror)/5 or from the type 
to disposition (Stimmutf!f), to humor and what is not inappropriately 
called the character, there is an uninterrupted filiation. 96 

But once again, we should not rush too quickly OVer the steps of the 
argument. 

Benveniste insists on this point at some length: skhema, in fact, is 
only an approximation for rhuthmos. If skhema designates "a fixed, real-

Ibid., p. 330. 
9+. Eugen Fink 311d Martin Hadegger, Hirnc/.tt (Paras: G31hmard, 1973), pp. 80-81. 

Thrasybulrn. Georgiades, MIISlk Imd RhYtJ"nus btl thr Griechm (Hamburg: Rowohlt, 
1958), csp ell. 2. 

9S. "Lc notion de dans son expression hnguisnquc," p. 332; mctnrrlJurhm.· 
usthllt, in the l'inurms <+6a), IS used in the sense of"rcproducang the fi)rm by speaking 
of the images that lllirrors scnd back " 

96 Ibid, p.l31 Cf. also the usc of type andfmppt an Frenc:h argot I and "iatric 
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izcd fonn posited as an object" (a stable form, therefore a figure or Ge-
stalt),97 rhuthmos, on the other hand, is "the form at the moment it is 
takcn by what is in movement, mobile, fluid, the form that has no or-
ganic consistency." It is, adds, "improvised, momentane-
ous, modifiable" fonn. 98 Thinking of Kant, one might say that it is the 
funn or figure as broached necessarily by time, or that time (that is to 
say, probably, repetition in its difference) conditions its possibility. It is 
thus not so surprising that the later musical detennination of rhythm 
should be the result of a theoretical decision, namely Plato's, even if one 
nlight think, as a kind of foobtote to Benveniste's demonstration, that 
this new acceptance ("theoretical," as one speaks of &4musical theory") 
refers back as much to "character" and to what the certainly did 
not think of as a "subject," as to the changing configuration of dance 
movements, as Benveniste would have it. 

For this appears explicitly in the Republic. 
The demonstration is given when Socrates, having considered in 

mousike in general its verbal part (the logos and the texis), arrives at the 
examination of music properly speaking and undLltakes a critique of its 
mimetic component. Here, the distinction is applied t11at was used in 
relation to discourse, and music is dealt witll as the equivalent of texis, 
cnunciation. But musical lexis, as it were, unlike texis itself: is strictly 
mimetic, and for the obvious reason that the relation of music and mu-
sical form to the logos (to the discourse, thc text that it accompanies) is 
itself nlimetic. Music, says Plato, accommodatc itself (akolou-
thein) to the logos. It is a matter, consequently, of bringing into agree-

creating a homogeneity between, the musical mode and the 
discourse-a discourse itself already "censored," of course, purged, 
corrected, and made to conform to tmtll. This prcsupposes that music 
in itself, mdependently of the discourse it illustrates, is capable of 
sig1liftancc. 

Now, this signifying powcr is a nlimetic power: music (harmony 
and instrunlcntation, on the one hand, and rhythm 011 the other) inli-
tares. It docs so according to fixed, traditional criteria, whetllcr these 
relate (principally as rcgards hannony) to "ethical" traits (lack of vigor, 
suppliance, violence, courage), or, in the case of rhythnl, to characters. 
This IS why, when it comes time to discuss the question of rhythm,99 

97. Sec 
98 notion de 'rvthmc' son nprcs'tIOil hnguistiquc." p. 
99. Republic, III, W9C 
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the whole problem is to get rid of all rhythmic variety or irregularity 
and why it is necessary to call again upon the criterion of sinlplicity as it 
determines, in the examination of the lexis, the choice of enunciation in 
the first person (haple diegesir)-thc criterion, in other words, nlLdIlt to 
protect against the threat of dissimulation or the dissimilation of the 
speaking subject. 100 As a result, only those rhytlmls are retained that 
imitate the life (the style) of an ordered (kosmios) and virile man (coura-

a1Idrios), and "measure and melody" are obliged to submit 
themselves to the words of such a man. 

Rhythm (measure and meter .. prosody) is therefore judged funda-
mentally in relation to dictio" inasmuch as this imitates or represents a 
chamcter. Rhythm manifests and reveals, gives form and figure to, 
makes perceptible, the ethos. It brings forth essentially its unity, its sinl-
plicity, its whole nature, open and undissimulated (and this is what 
Plato calls the euskhemosutlC, the right "schematization,71 the proper 
bearing: in music this will depend on the eurythmy); or, on the con-
trary, it will bring forth its heterogeneity, its plurality or internal com-
plexity, its multiversality and its lack of proper bearing (askbemosune), 
the ungraspable and fkaeting nature that is brought about in general by 
an arrhythmic state. 

To this extent, then, it should perhaps be: recognized that rhythm is 
not only a musical category. Nor, simply, is it the figure. Rather, it 
would be: something betwec.. .. l beat and figure that never fails to desig-
nate mysteriously the "ethical"; for the word (and perhaps already the 
concept) already implies-at the very edge of what of the subject can 
appear, manifest, or figure itself--the type and the stamp or impres-
sion, the pre-inscription which, confOnning us in advance, determines 
us by disappropriating us and makes us inaccessible to ourselves. A pre-
inscription that sends us back to the chaos that obviously was not schc-
matizcd by us so that we should appear as what we are. In this sense, 
perhaps, "every soul is a rhythmic knot." We ("we") arc rhythmcd. 

For this reason, then, the auto-graphic compulsion is indeed con-
nected to the obsession with "nlusic." That is to say, the obsession with 
mythnl. TIlis latter obsL"SSion, precisely because rhythm is conceived 
and theorized as figure (carrymg with it, consequently, everything of 
the order of modeling, cxemplarit)l, etc.), or because it is felt and spoken 
of as pulsation or repetition marked by a caesura, constantly converts 
itself ill an nlatmer into an obseSSion with Indoor. 

100. Sec: Lacouc-Labarlhc, af)(.)cryphc," 11\ Lt SllJet de In pIJlloroplJie. 
pp. 
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"There is a tune for which I would give ... " But it is perhaps simply a 
rhythm in which "1" seek despLiately to recognize "myself." 

From this point of view, The Haunting Melody is the exemplR.ry cul-
mination of what we might call the story of a long wandering. One can 
understand, then, that the theoretical renunciation (as well as the nar-
cissistic retreat) that gives it its fonn should also constitute its paradox-
ical success: its too great success-even if Rcik, who docs not know 
enough "musical theory," fails. He has had at least the time, as We have 
seen, to trace out a program and to demonstrate that the rerum of Mah-
ler's chorale was duc simply to an analogy of circwnstances, and that it 
could be interpreted in terms of affective ambivalence, jealousy, identi-
fication, the relation to the father (symbolic or imaginary), etc. And he 
has had the time to prove that the motif of the haunting melody does 
not exceed in any way the official limits of psychoanalysis. 

Du bist die Ruh, 
Der Friedc mild, 
Die Sehnsucht du, 
Und was sic stint. 
Ich weihe dir 
Voll Lust und Sclunerz 
Zur Wofmung hier 
Mein Aug' und Herz. 
Kehr em bei mir 
Und Schlicssc du 
Still hinter die 
Dlc Pfone zu. 
-Friedrich Ruckert 101 

Maternal Closure 

Once, however-and I want to conclude with this second example 
announced above, retunling to the sanle question (that is, the most ele-
mentary question: Why does music have such overwhelming power?)-
once Rcik did suspect that rhythnl was not essentially musical. 

It occurs in the text he dedicated to the shofar, in other words, to his 
childhood. He is inlpclled here by the constrailling passion for origins 

101. The tC\"t of Lied D, 776 (op {9."0 ;J. b\' Sl.hubc:rt Let me acknowledge that these 
concluding pages .lre dcdkatcd to the \'OICC of Gundula Janowitz 
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that constantly inspired him, and which as we know is nothing but the 
echo of the autobiographical conlpulsion. 

Rcik examines the myths of the origin of music and discovers two 
things in succession. He discovers first that the Jewish (Biblical) tradi-
tion IS tile only one that does not attribute the invention of music to a 
divme gift. He then discovers that the primitive instrument of that in-
vention is not, strictly speaking, a musical instrument. According to an 
E"cydbpedia of Protesta"t Theology tllat he likes to cite, "no melody can 
be played on it and . . . it cannot produce different sounds!" 102 We 
have to do, then, with a kind of noisc-making machine, closer to a per-
cussion instrument, to the primitive rattle or the "bullroarc.."r" described 
by etllnologists, than to the hom or bugle. Tllis is why the emotion 
that comes from hearing the shofar, comparable, Reik says-because 
the call has an analogous signification-to the emotion produced by 
any call to resurrection (let us recall Mahler's Second Symphony), is so 
enigmatic as to defy analysis: 

Can the unusually strong emotion be due to the three sounds which are 
produced from the shofar? The three sets of sounds. . . are only distin-
gllished by cha718t of rhythm [emphasis added] ... These highly primitlve, 
long-drawn-out, abrupt and Vibrating associations of sound cannot pos-
sibly contam in themselves the secret of their effect. The very worst 
works of our most modem musical composcrs put these sounds to 
shame so far as the art of composition and musical value arc concerned. 
The sound of the shofar is more like the bellowing of a bull than music. 
The only remaining explanation is, that the listeners who are emotionally 
affectc.-d on hearing these sounds unconsciously fonn an affective associa-
tion bc.-rwretl the sounds of the shofar and something unknown to us, 
perhaps old c.'Vents and experiences. In 

Thus it happens that Reik suspected once that something not specifi-
cally musical (or something ante-musical) is conceivable in tenns of 
rhythnl and "change in rhythm»; he suspected once that the emotion 
elicited in us by such an archaic is not a properly musical emo· 
tion. But once this suspicion reaches the surface, it is hastily covered 
ovcr-in this case to the benefit of a myth of the origin of art (of mu-
sic) that repeats, with only slight differences, the myth offered in Totem 
and Taboo or in Group Psychology and the Analysis of the Ego, and leads us 
back to the now "familiar" topos of agony. Art would be the repetition 

102. TIn R"",", p. 2U). 

I bid., pp. 2t7 -
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of the originary and the four rough sounds of the shofar 
would imitate the overwhelming and terrifying cry of the assassinated 
Urvater, his groan of agony, as well as the clamor of terror of the mur-
derers. Music, perhaps the most primitive of all arts, would proceed 
from this reproduction or imitation of the most ancient moan and 
would elicit what is probably the most archaic emotion-fright, as 
Reik insists in Surprise and the Psychoanal"yst.l04 The said Nietzsche, 
is "the organ of fear." The entire Reikian notion of catharsis is fOWld 
again here. 

This, however, is an analytic hypothesis competing with the Freud-
ian one that tragedy (or, in Group PsychologyJ the epic) is the originary 
fonn of art, the first repetition of the "inaugural" murder. It also com-
petes with the hypothesis proposed by Reik himselfinArtis1ic Creation 
a1ul Wit (or even, surprising as it may seem, in his piece on the shofar) 
that art would have its origin in mimicry or in the verbal tramgressiotl of 
fright. But nowhere., as we know now., will there appear what would 
make it possible to think together, prior to the intervention of specular 
or catacoustic mimesis (prior, in the same way., to the intervention of 
the represt.-otational., sacrificial, or theatrical break [coupurc]), mimicry, 
elocution, and rhythm. On the contrary, and no doubt because such a 
"before" is in principle unassignable, we are always brought back to 
the scene and to the theatrical and theoretical schema of Oedipus. We 
are led back to the hatred (fear) for the father and to the maternal pref-
erence that inspires the first hero-poet., as Supplement B to Group Psy-
chology explains, the first encouraged by his mother's complete love 
(sheltering him from paternal jealousy) to undertake fantasmatically 
the murder, in reality collective, of the Urvater. In other words, we are 
always brought back to the conflict between what Freud calls the two 
"absolute: narcissisms": that of the Urvater and that of the infant in utero. 

Perhaps it is impossible to get beyond the closure of narcissism, even 
by shaking its specular model. I am almost tempted to add, by way of 
conclusion, thinking of the "maternal voices" that overwhelmed Nietz-
sche and even more of the riddle with which Ecce Homo opens (which 
hru, exerted a constant pull on this essay): "I am ... already dead as my 
father, while as my mother I am still living and becoming 01d"I05_ 
perhaps It is Impossible to get beyond the maternal closure. Of what 
else, other than the mother, could there in fact be renliniscence? What 

104 Ibid. pp. 2.67-181; S"'PrlSt and the PfYChon',R{Vst, ch. 2.0. 
Ecw HoP1U1, P 
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I, other voice could come back to us? What else could echo., resonate in 
P us, seem familiar to us? Let us recall the "place where each of us once 

dwelled," the "I know this, I've already been here"I06-and thus., "rve 
already heard it." Plato thought that mothers are the ones who impose 

M or imprint upon each of us our type. How else, in fact, would we be 
And do we have the means to pass beyond this limit? 

This is what leads me, in order not to cond ude, to offer simply two 
textS. Both, each in its way, say this limit. I'm not certain I should allow 
it to stop me at this point. 

The first is by a psychoanalyst (another one): Georg Groddeck-
one of the few, finally, to have confronted the problem of music. In an 
essay of 1927 entitled "Music and the Unconscious," he wrote: 107 

The psychological data from the period preceding birth, in which the in-
fant discovers nothing from his own impressions but the regular rhythm 
of the mother's heart and his own, illuminate the ml."ans used by nature 
to inculcate in man a musical feeling ... It is understandable that the 
child's equilibrium in the mother's body comes mto play when the sense 
of rhythm and measure appear. A much further-reaching consideration is 
connected to the statcml.'I1t that the musical has its origin before birth: 
the musicallS an indestruaible mheritance of the human being. It inhab· 
its every human being since Adam and Eve because-and this is the core 
of my proposition-musk might make of noise; but It is just as often 
mute. It can be heard, but it can also be seen. It is essentially rhythm and 
measure and as such is deeply anchored in the human being. 

The second text is from an American poet, Wallace Stevens. It is a 
fragment of a poenl entitled "The Woman That Had More Babies 
Than That." 

nle children arc mCll, old men, 
Who, when they think and speak. of the central man, 
Of the humming of the central man., the whole M>und 
Of the the central humming of the 
Are old men breathed on by a m.u:emal VOICC, 
Children and old men and philosophers, 
Bald heads with their mother's voice still in their cars. 
The self is a cloister full of remembered sounds 

106 "111C p. 14S. 
107 In SChriftt'IZ zm'[,ztcmtzI7' u"d K zmst (Wicsbadcn: Limes Verlag. 

1964-). l'ran'i. M Schneider ill MIISiqllc en jm 9, pp. 
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And of soundc; so far forgotten, like her 
n,at they rcttlm unrecogni7.cd. The self 
DctL"CtS the sound of a voice that doubles its own, 
In the images of desire, the forms that 
The ideas that come to it with a sense of speech. 
n,e old men, the philosophers, are haunrcd by rhat 
Matl.TI1al voice, the explanation at night. 1tlll 
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loS. Wallace Stcvens, Woman That Had More Babies 11tan 1113[," OPIIS 
PostlJlmwlu, cd. Samuel French MorlOc (New York' Knopf, p.81. 


